2015

Your Number One Source for
Team Athletic, Fitness &
Physical Education Equipment
$6.00 USD

NEW
PRODUCTS
INSIDE!

STORAGE
PORTABLE BALL LOCKERS •All steel construction •Chrome finish

BLX

$ 297.24 each

•Lockable hinged cover
•Ready for use •Holds up to 20 balls
•39"L x 24"W x 40"H

BCX

$ 263.44 each

•4 Non-marring casters
•Holds up to 20 balls
•41"L x 24"W x 36"H

DOUBLE-SIDED
BALL LOCKER
DSLX

$ 497.59 each

•Heavy-duty powder-coated steel
•Divided storage with split
top can be individually locked
•Holds up to 30 basketballs
•59”L x 24”W x 37”H

RBCXX

$ 187.83 each

•Foldable style with handles
•Lockable
•Indoor/outdoor
•21"L x 21"W x 36"H

LOCKABLE BALL LOCKERS •All steel construction •Blue powder-coated finish •Lockable

LTX

$ 432.61 each

•Holds up to 24 basketballs •All terrain
wheels •Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•36”L x 24”W x 36”H

LFX

$ 309.60 each

•Holds up to 24 basketballs
•36”L x 24”W x 36”H

LHX

$ 211.07 each

•Holds up to 12 basketballs
•23”L x 22”W x 37”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL LOCKERS.
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STORAGE

LOCKABLE BALL LOCKERS

LRCL

$ 380.47 each

LRCS

$ 320.44 each

•All steel construction
•Yellow powder-coated finish
•Rubber ball bearing casters
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•42"L x 24"W x 29.75"H

•All steel construction
•Yellow powder-coated finish
•Rubber ball bearing casters
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•27"L x 29"W x 31"H

ULTIMATE BALL LOCKER

ALL PRO BALL LOCKER

UBX

$ 447.66 each

•1" Steel tubing
•Black powder-coated finish
•Holds up to 30 balls
•Heavy-duty swivel casters and 8" rear wheels
•Lockable hinge cover
•45"L x 24"W x 38"H

MBLX

$ 545.87 each

•1” Square steel tubing
•Black powder-coated finish
•Holds up to 30 balls
•Lockable top with safety hinges and chains
•Heavy-duty swivel casters
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•47”L x 24”W x 37”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL LOCKERS.

STORAGE
LOCKING BALL LOCKER

LBCXX

COMPACT BALL LOCKER

$ 330.22 each

•1” Welded galvanized
steel tubing
•Holds up to 30 balls
•Hard rubber non-marring casters
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•42"L x 24"W x 28"H

CBL

DOUBLE BALL CART

BALL CART

BRC15

$ 157.13 each

$ 399.38 each

•1” Heavy-duty steel tubing
•Black powder-coated finish
•Lockable hinged cover
•Non-marring casters and large rear wheels
•28”L x 22”W x 43”H

•Heavy-duty steel construction
•Black powder-coated finish
•Non-marring casters
•Solid triangular end frames and wide base to prevent tipping
•Holds up to 15 basketballs
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•51"L x 18"W x 38"H

BRC48

$ 387.51 each

•1" Chrome plated steel tubing
•Holds up to 48 basketballs
•Heavy-duty swivel casters
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•55.5"L x 24"W x 46.5"H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL LOCKERS AND CARTS.
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STORAGE

CARRY ALL CART

CACART

BACK EASE STORAGE CART

OCLX

•Raised open cart •1” Steel tubing •Red powder-coated
finish •Convenient lower shelf •Heavy-duty swivel casters
•43.5”L x 30”W x 45”H

$ 734.51 each

•Durable ABS plastic
•3 Tier cart
•Removable baskets for extra storage
•Heavy-duty swivel casters with pedal lock
•44”L x 24”W x 54.5”H

ALL PURPOSE CARRIER

$ 439.48 each

ALL TERRAIN CART
EQUIPMENT CART

TWCART

LACART

$ 359.69 each

•Durable ABS plastic
•Rugged nylon mesh walls
•Plastic bottom board
•Locking swivel casters
•56”L x 25”H x 35.5”W

PECART

$ 296.63 each

•Durable ABS plastic
•4 Tier cart
•Holds up to 40 balls, 150 jump ropes
and 48 hoops
•Heavy-duty swivel casters
•61”L x 19”W x 62”H

$ 461.25 each

•Indoor/outdoor
•4 Tier cart
•Holds up to 24 balls, plus ropes, hoops and
other accessories
•Foldaway molded handles
•2 Plastic baskets measuring
19.25”L x 13.25”W x 10”H
•Heavy-duty swivel casters and large
rear wheels
•52”L x 24”W x 59”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.

STORAGE
BALL CARTS

BRC18

$ 201.29 each

•1” Steel side frames and cross bars
•Blue powder-coated finish
•Holds up to 18 basketballs
•Heavy-duty swivel casters
•59”L x 17.5”W x 35.75” H

BRC4

$ 96.16 each

•Chrome steel construction
•Holds up to 16 basketballs
•Wider base for stability
•41”L x 17”W x 53”H

BRC12

$ 169.16 each

•1” Steel side frames and cross bars
•Blue powder-coated finish
•Holds up to 12 basketballs
•Heavy-duty swivel casters
•38”L x 17.5”W x 35.75”H

WALL RACK
WBR30

$ 111.06 each

•Chrome steel
construction
•Mounts to any wall
•3 Rows hold up to
15 balls
•40”L x 11”W x 42”H

BRC3

$ 84.46 each

•Chrome steel construction
•Holds up to 12 basketballs
•Wider base for stability
•41”L x 17”W x 41”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.
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STORAGE

DOUBLE WIDE BALL CART

24BC

$ 462.15 each

16BC

$ 577.71 each

HEAVY-DUTY CART

$ 416.65 each

30CART

$ 261.32 each

•Indoor/outdoor cart
•Durable ABS plastic
•Holds up to
30 basketballs
•Upright bars hold
accessories
•Heavy-duty swivel
casters
•54”L x 19”W x 42”H

•1” Tubular steel
construction
•White powdercoated finish
•Holds up to
16 basketballs
•Lower storage shelf
•Heavy-duty
rubberized casters
•42”L x 20”W x 44”H

20BC

$ 339.80 each

•Indoor/outdoor
cart
•Durable ABS
plastic
•Holds up to 40
basketballs
•Upright bars hold
accessories
•Heavy-duty swivel
casters
•54”L x 19”W x 52”H

•1” Tubular steel
construction
•White powder-coated
finish
•Holds up to
24 basketballs
•Heavy-duty rubberized
casters
•42”L x 20”W x 44”H

VERTICAL BALL CAGE

40CART

PRO BALL CART

•Lockable vertical
ball cage
•1” Tubular steel
•White powder
-coated finish
•Holds up to
20 basketballs
•Handle for easy transport
•Heavy-duty
rubberized casters
•20.25”L x 20.25”W x 48”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.

BRCPRO

$ 363.86 each

•4 Tier cart
•1” Steel construction
•Red powder-coated finish
•Holds up to
35 basketballs
•Heavy-duty non-marring
casters that lock
•51”L x 18.5”W x 54”H

BASKETBALL
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BASKETBALL NETS •Display packed •12 point hookup •Nylon •21” long

400

$ 1.80 each

•4 mm
•Economy net
•50 g

408

$ 5.65 each

•6 mm
•Professional net
•Chemically treated
•Non-whip
•200 g

417

$ 5.75 each

•7 mm
•Deluxe professional net
•Non-whip
•288 g

405

$ 2.05 each

•4 mm
•Economy net
•Red/White/Blue
•50 g

409

$ 3.11 each

•5 mm
•Deluxe net
•Chemically treated
•Non-whip
•90 g

407

•5 mm •Deluxe net
•Non-whip
•155 g

400BX

$ 4.21 each

$ 20.13 dozen

$ 8.96 each

•Heavy-duty steel chain net
•Zinc plated galvanized steel
•Will not rust

•4 mm •Economy net •Bulk pack of 12

411

$ 6.51 each

•7 mm
•Deluxe professional net
•Chemically treated
•Non-whip
•250 g

BASKETBALL SCOREBOOK

BB1

410

$ 4.05 each

•30 Games •Scoring & all stats •Spiral
bound hard cover •Heavy cardboard back

416

$ 5.20 each

•6 mm
•Professional net
•Non-whip
•228 g

BASKETBALL CARRY BAG

BK25

$ 19.64 each

•Black •Heavy construction •600 Denier nylon
•Removable/adjustable shoulder strap
•Holds 6 basketballs •29”L x 20”W x 10.5”H
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BASKETBALL

CORDLEY® COMPOSITE BASKETBALLS

PERFORMANCE SERIES
RUBBER BASKETBALLS

•Cordley composite cover
•2-Ply butyl bladder
•Meets high school and NCAA specifications
®

•Ultra Grip composite tech
•Wide channel, thermal molded rubber
•100% Butyl bladder
•Unmatched grip and durability
•Plays like top composite at a rubber ball
price

BX7

$ 17.72 each

BX6

$ 17.72 each

BX5

$ 17.72 each

•Official size 7
•29.5”

SB1000

SB1010

$ 26.15 each

•Official size 7 •29.5”

$ 25.74 each

•Intermediate size 6 •28.5”

SB1015

•Intermediate
size 6
•28.5”

$ 25.33 each

•Junior size 5 •27.5”

•Junior size 5
•27.5”

COMPOSITE BASKETBALLS

•Composite cover
•2-Ply butyl bladder
•Meets high school and NCAA specifications

SB1020

SB1030

$ 22.79 each

•Official size 7 •29.5”

$ 22.39 each

•Intermediate size 6 •28.5”

SB1040

$ 21.59 each

•Junior size 5 •27.5”

COMPOSITE GAME BASKETBALLS
•Clarino® composite cover
•Sponge rubber carcass
•Super tacky material
•2-Ply butyl bladder

C700

•Balanced for true bounce & flight
•Meets NCAA specifications
•Indoor use only

$ 48.79 each

•Official size 7
•Weight 20-22oz
•29.5”

C600

$ 47.19 each

•Intermediate size 6
•Weight 18-20oz
•28.5”

BX6SET

$ 103.45 each

BX5SET

$ 100.99 each

•Intermediate size 6
•28.5”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors
•Junior size 5
•27.5”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

BASKETBALL
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PRO RUBBER BASKETBALLS

•Composition rubber cover •Nylon wound 2-Ply butyl bladder •Heavy-duty construction •Available in 6 rainbow colors

RBB4

$ 9.58 each

RBB2

$ 9.37 each

RBB5

$ 8.14 each

•Intermediate size 6
•28.5”

•Junior size 5
•27.5”

•Mini size
•Orange only
•23”

RBB1

$ 9.78 each

•Official size 7
•29.5”

BASKETBALL TRAINER

RBB2X

$ 19.56 each

•Oversized training basketball
•Composition rubber cover
•35.5”

WEIGHTED BASKETBALL TRAINERS

•Composition rubber cover
•Official size 7
•29.5”

HT74

$ 39.28 each

HT73

$ 29.67 each

HT72

$ 24.35 each

HT6

$ 25.98 each

•4 lb
•3 lb
•2 lb

•Intermediate size 6
•28.5”
•2.25 lb

11 SCOREBOARDS
MULTI-SPORT TABLETOP INDOOR ELECTRONIC SCOREBOARD
SHOT CLOCK ON BACK

T90

$ 658.81 each

•Can be used for scoring basketball, wrestling & volleyball •Horn/buzzer •Clock counts up or down •Scores to 199 •Period, bonus &
possession indicator •Can be used as digital clock with alarm •Built-in control panel with large LED readout
•Visible up to 150’ •Rugged construction •Indoor use only •5” Clock & score digits •24”L x 16”H x 10”D

MULTI-SPORT TABLETOP INDOOR ELECTRONIC SCOREBOARD WITH REMOTE
SHOT CLOCK ON BACK

REMOTE

T90R

$ 732.47 each

•Same features as our T90 •Includes an 8 button remote that adjusts the score and clock

•T90R REMOTE NOT COMPATIBLE WITH T90

SCORERS
TABLETOP SCORER

DELUXE TABLETOP SCORER

FAS6

$ 69.36 each

•5” One sided numbers
•Sits up or lays flat
•Scores from 0 to 199
•10”H

FAS4

$ 37.73 each

•Used for any sport
•5” One sided numbers
•Sits up or lays flat
•Scores from 0 to 99 •10”H

DELUXE TABLETOP
FLIP-A-SCORE

DELUXE WRESTLING
FLIP-A-SCORE

DELUXE TABLETOP SCORER
WFSPRO

FASPRO

TFSPRO
$ 124.68 each

•5” numbers
•Sits up or lays flat
•Scores from 0 to 99
•10”H

$ 135.98 each

•Book style
•5.5” Numbers
•Heavy plastic board
•Scores 0 through 100
•Suction cups

$ 155.09 each

•Book style
•6” Numbers
•Heavy plastic board
•Score on both sides
•Folds flat
•Scores 0 through 100
•Suction cups

DUAL TIMER

ELECTRONIC POSSESSION ARROW
DC100

PARROW

$ 164.70 each

•LED lights •4' Cord •21”W x 6”H x 3”D

$ 33.96 each

•Dual jumbo 1” display
•Buzzer
•24 Hour countdown/countup
timer with 1 second resolution
•Dual memory
•Tabletop or wall mount
•Clock
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13 BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
MAJOR LEAGUE

OFFICIAL LEAGUE

OLBPRO

OLB10

$ 60.40 dozen

•Premium cowhide leather cover
•Double cushioned cork core
•3-Ply gray wool yarn winding
•Meets major league specifications
•Raised seams

$ 60.40 dozen

•Premium cowhide leather cover
•Double cushioned cork core
•3-Ply gray wool yarn winding
•Raised seams

OFFICIAL LEAGUE

OLB1

$ 47.63 dozen

•Premium leather cover
•Rubber/cork core
•Polyester winding
•Raised seams

OLBS

$ 43.21 dozen

•Syntex leather cover
•Rubber/cork core
•Nylon winding
•Raised seams

OLB5

$ 58.43 dozen

•Full grain cowhide leather cover
•Rubber/cork core
•3-Ply gray wool yarn winding
•Raised seams

TEE BALL

OFFICIAL LEAGUE

TB10

BSC3

$ 52.05 dozen

•Indoor/outdoor
•Syntex leather cover
•Sponge core

SOFT COMPRESSION BASEBALLS

$ 29.95 dozen

•Rubber cover •Sponge rubber
center •Nylon winding •9 oz

BALL BUCKET

•Official size and weight •Syntex leather cover

BSC1

$ 53.52 dozen

•Level 1 •Ages 5-7 •Softest
polyurethane center

BSC5

$ 53.52 dozen

•Level 5 •Ages 7-10 •Medium
soft polyurethane center

BSC10

$ 53.52 dozen

•Level 10 •Ages 10+ •Firm soft
polyurethane center •Plays
close to a regular baseball

BUC6

$ 19.64 each

•6 Gallon plastic bucket •Padded
lid •Holds 4 dz baseballs, 2 dz
softballs or 8 dz lacrosse balls

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
12” SOFTBALLS •Optic yellow •Red stitch •Medium compression •Raised seams

SB47NF

$ 105.30 dozen

• Leather cover
•.47 poly core

SB47YS

$ 76.26 dozen

•Synthetic leather cover
•.47 poly core

SB112L

$ 88.78 dozen

•Leather cover
•.47 cork core

SB12

$ 57.54 dozen

•Syntex leather cover
•.47 cork core

11” SOFTBALLS •Optic yellow •Red stitch •Raised seams

SB147NF

$ 102.20 dozen

•Leather cover
•.47 Poly core
•Medium compression

SB147YS

$ 74.88 dozen

•Synthetic leather cover
•.47 Poly core
•High compression

SB111L

$ 86.58 dozen

•Leather cover
•.47 Cork core
•Medium compression

SB11

$ 57.54 dozen

•Syntex leather cover
•.47 Cork core
•Medium compression

11” SOFTBALL •White •Red stitch

SAFETY SOFTBALLS •Optic yellow •Synthetic leather cover

SBC11L

ST12

•Raised seams

$ 97.62 dozen

•Leather cover
•.44 Poly core
•Medium compression

•Red stitch •Raised Seams •Sponge rubber core •Level 10

• 12”

$ 76.60 dozen

ST11
• 11”

$ 74.18 dozen
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BASEBALL • SOFTBALL

PITCHING MACHINE SOFTBALLS

DS11

$ 58.56 dozen

•11”
•Dimpled
•Yellow

DS12

$ 59.04 dozen

•12”
•Dimpled
•Yellow

DS110Y

$ 60.96 dozen

•11”
•Dimpled
•Optic Yellow

DS12OY

$ 61.44 dozen

•12”
•Dimpled
•Optic Yellow

PITCHING MACHINE BASEBALLS

DSS20

DB10W

$ 42.00 each

•Simulated seams
•Yellow

DB10

$ 42.00 dozen

•Dimpled
•White
•Can be used with JUGS®
pitching machines

$ 42.00 dozen

•Dimpled
•Yellow
•Can be used with JUGS®
pitching machines

SAFETY BALLS •Optic yellow •PU sponge construction LIGHTWEIGHT BALLS •Soft & lightweight •Seamed
•Comparable to JUGS® LITE-FLITE® •Indoor/outdoor use

PMB12

$ 35.04 dozen

•12” Softball

PMB9

$ 25.44 dozen

•9” Baseball

•Maximizes speed of pitching machines •Comparable to ATEC® TUFFY®

SBLW

$ 43.70 dozen

•Softball
•Optic Yellow

BBLW

•Baseball
•White

$ 28.32 dozen

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL 16
PLASTIC SOFTBALLS

PLASTIC BASEBALLS

PLSB

$ 11.78 dozen

•12” •White

PLBB12R

$ 10.31 set

•9” •White •Retail pack of 12

PLASTIC BASEBALLS

PLBBAR

PLSB6R

$ 2.95 set

$ 6.96 set

•12” •Yellow •Retail pack of 6

PLSBYL

•12” •Yellow

$ 11.78 dozen

•9”
•Set of 3
•Blue/Red/Yellow
•Retail pack

PLSBSET

$ 6.96 set

•12” •Set of 6 rainbow colors

PLBB

$ 8.84 dozen

•9” •White

PLASTIC BASEBALLS

PLBBYL

•9” •Yellow

$ 8.84 dozen

PLASTIC
GOLF BALLS

PLGB

•White

PLBBSET

$ 5.20 set

•9” •Set of 6 rainbow colors

$ 3.44 dozen

PLGBR

$ 4.42 set

•White •Retail pack of 12
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ULTRA BAT SET

RHINO® FOAM N0-BOUNCE BALL SET
NB3SET

$ 26.80 set

•Safe no-bounce Rhino® foam
•3” Diameter
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

UB30SET

$ 36.66 set

•30” •Weighted
•High density polyethylene
•Durable grip wrapped handles
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

HIGH BOUNCE BALL
HBR

$ 31.43 dozen

•Pink rubber

HOLLOW PLASTIC BAT
SB30

$ 6.51 each

•Strongest hollow bat on the market •Lightweight
•Bottle shaped barrel •Molded handle •30"L

SOLID LIGHTWEIGHT BAT
PLB

•Rhino Skin® PU foam •Fiberglass core •Molded handle •Oversized
2 ¾” diameter barrel •Comes with a foam coated softball

FB31

$ 37.89 each

•31” •24 oz

$ 3.52 each

•31” •Molded grip handle

PLASTIC BAT & BALL COMBO

PLBC

RHINO SKIN® TRAINING BAT

$ 4.91 each

•31” •Plastic bat with plastic baseball •Retail pack

FB29

$ 35.31 each

FB27

$ 33.19 each

•29” •21 oz

•27” •18 oz

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
ADJUSTABLE FOAM BAT

FB2129

$ 16.98 each

•Patent pending design
•Length adjusts from 23” to 29”
•Twist and lock handle
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RHINO® ULTRA FOAM BAT & BALL SET

SB29SET

$ 107.77 set

•29” •Rhino foam bat •No bounce ball
•Set of 6 rainbow colored bats and balls
®

BASEBALL SIZE FOAM COVERED BATS
RHINO® MEGABALL BAT SET

•Foam covered soft bat •Thicker barrel & grip •Includes ball
•Plastic core •Assorted Red & Blue

SB24
•24”

SB27
•27”

$ 14.20 each

$ 15.26 each

SOFTBALL SIZE FOAM COVERED BAT
BB27SET

$ 43.70 set

•Oversized 3.5” diameter barrel
•Super strong plastic
•27”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

SB29

$ 16.20 each

•29” •Foam covered soft bat •Thicker barrel & grip •Includes ball
•Assorted Red & Blue
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WEIGHTED TRAINING BASEBALL SETS •Same feel as a regular baseball •Leather cover with
rubber and cork core •Graduated color coded weights •Increase weight as your arm strengthens
•Nylon mesh carrying case

BBWTSET

$ 77.34 set

•Set of nine 9” balls •Weighted from 4-12 oz

BBWTSET4

$ 37.65

•Set of four 9” balls •Weighted from 9-12 oz

WEIGHTED TRAINING SOFTBALL SETS •Same feel as a regular softball •Leather cover with
rubber and cork core •Graduated color coded weights •Increase weight as your arm strengthens
•Nylon mesh carrying case

SBWTSET

$ 112.94 set

•Set of eight 12” balls •Weighted from 5-12 oz

SBWTSET4

$ 64.65 set

•Set of four 12” balls •Weighted from 9-12 oz

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
DELUXE PITCHER’S TARGET

PT4461

$ 60.77 each

PITCHING TARGET & RETURN THROW SET
PT5635

PT6848

$ 77.45 each

THROW & FIELD TRAINER

PT6144

PRO PITCHER’S SCREEN
WITH STAND

MULTI-SPORT
PITCH BACK SCREEN

PS6052

BN4272

•High visibility numbered target with 6 zones
•Sets up anywhere, with or without the stand
•Built-in ball collection pocket in the strike zone
•Doubles as backstop •Double stitched and
seamed heavy-duty nylon tarp •2 Steel shockcorded support rods and bungee cords
•52”W x 60”H

$ 59.95 each

•3 Zones
•Adjustable legs allow multiple
angles
•Bungee cords for easy
assembly
•High visibility strike zone
•44"W x 61"H

•3 Zones
•Adjustable legs allow
multiple angles
•Bungee cords for easy
assembly
•High visibility strike zone
•48"W x 68"H

$ 187.82 each

$ 65.06 set

•All weather steel frame
•3 Zones and reversible
target
•Bungee cords for easy
assembly
•High visibility strike zone
•35"W x 56"H

•Baked enamel steel frame
•Snap and lock frame for
easy assembly
•Heavy-duty all weather
catcher’s screen
•High visibility strike zone
•44"W x 61"H

ELITE THROW & FIELD TRAINER
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$ 109.05 each

•powder-coated steel
•Multi-positional upper frame for adjustable
rebound angles
•Easy assembly
•Heavyweight nylon netting
•42”W x 72”H

DELUXE 3-WAY
RETURN THROW

PT5535

$ 38.26 each

•All weather steel frame
•Adjustable for multiple
return angles
•3 Zones
•High visibility strike zone
•35"W x 55"H

21 BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
POP-UP MULTI-NET

TN55

INSTA-SCREEN PORTABLE BATTER
& PITCHER SCREEN

$ 94.53 each

•Can be set up as a catch net, goal or target
•Comes with an adjustable, removable target, 2 breakdown
poles and 4 ground stakes
•Easy to assemble
•Carry case included
• 5’W x 5’H

MULTI-SPORT NET

NB7115

$ 129.77 each

BN8484

$ 194.37 each

•Sturdy lightweight spring steel
•Net folds down to a 36" circle
•7'W x 7'H

•Oversized •Can be used for golf, soccer, football, baseball & softball
•Nylon carrying case •10’ W x 6.5’ H x 5’ D

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
VARSITY FOLDING L SCREEN

FLS77

$ 292.58 each

•Durable steel frame •Portable
•Two sided weatherized netting
•Breaks down in seconds to a 41” x 42” x 4” section
•7’W x 7’H

PITCHING SAFETY SCREEN
Pillow Case
Style Netting Easily
Slides Over Frame
In Seconds

NB7236

$ 198.95 each

•1.5” Steel tube frame
•Reversible for left or right hand thrower
•Heavyweight nylon netting
•6’W x 6’H with 36” drop for throwing
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ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT UMPIRE FACE MASKS

•Hollow wire construction •Forehead, ear and throat guards •Adjustable harness •Weighs only 18oz

BACK

BACK
•DryTekTM leather pads for efficient sweat wicking

BM200BK

$ 57.08 each

BM200SL

$ 57.08 each

•EverCleanTM full grain leather pads resist bacteria, mold and mildew

BM300BK

ULTRA LIGHT CATCHER
& UMPIRE MASK

LIGHTWEIGHT
ADULT

BMPRO

BM10L

$ 118.26 each

•Single bar design •Super strong
alloy •Quick dry chin pad •Extended
upper bar for foul ball protection
•Low profile design for wider visibility •Adult •Black

$ 51.07 each

•Extended ear & throat guard
•Black

ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT
YOUTH

HEAVY-DUTY YOUTH

BM4LW

BM4

$ 49.02 each

•Extended ear & throat guard
•Black

$ 61.18 each

$ 23.94 each

•Heavy-duty •Wire frame •Black

HARNESS INCLUDED ON ALL MASKS

BM300SL

61.18 each

EXTENDED THROAT
GUARD ADULT

BM2A

•Black

$ 32.53 each

SOFTBALL MASK

SM1

$ 23.12 each

•Heavy-duty •Wire frame •Black
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SOFTBALL FIELDER’S FACE MASKS •Open design offers wide field of vision •Adjustable harness with
ponytail opening •Removable liner •Movable chin cup. •Available in Black, White, Red, Blue or Silver •Adult and Youth

FMABK

$ 32.46 each

FMAPR

$ 32.46 each

FMYBK

FMYPR

BACK

FMAWH

$ 32.46 each

FMARD

FMABL

$ 32.46 each

FMASL

FMYWH

$ 32.46 each

FMYBL

$ 32.46 each

$ 32.46 each

$ 32.46 each

FMYRD

FMYSL

$ 32.46 each
$ 32.46 each

$ 32.46 each
$ 32.46 each

HOCKEY STYLE CATCHER’S HELMETS •Shell is made of high impact ABS plastic •16 Ventilation holes •Die cut

foam liner •Adjustable block plate •Reinforced steel cage •Large Velcro® adjustable vinyl chin pad •Meets all NOCSAE standards

CH500

$ 96.57 each

CH400

$ 87.57 each

•Adult
•Glossy Black
•Fits head size from 7 1/8” to 8”

•Youth
•Glossy Black
•Fits head sizes from 6 3/8” to 7 1/8”

CH550

$ 104.76 each

CH450

$ 95.75 each

•Adult
•Matte Black
•Fits head sizes from
7 1/8” to 8”

•Youth
•Matte Black
•Fits head sizes from
6 3/8” to 7 1/8”
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•Contoured wrap around shin padding •Black

PRO ADULT
TRIPLE KNEE

PRO ADULT
DOUBLE KNEE

PRO DOUBLE
PRO MODEL
KNEE W/WINGS DOUBLE KNEE

DOUBLE KNEE
W/WINGS

LG90BK

LG80BK

LG82AW

LG83AW

$ 85.26 pair

$ 73.04 pair

$ 64.45 pair

LG82A

$ 62.40 pair

$ 60.89 pair

•Full wings •Removable
2nd toe •16.5” Long

•Full wings •Removable
2nd toe •16” Long

•12-16 Years of age
• 14.5” Long

•12-16 Years of age
•14.5” Long

•Full wings •9-12 Years
of age •13” Long

DOUBLE
KNEE

DOUBLE
KNEE

SINGLE
KNEE

SINGLE
KNEE

BATTER’S
SHINGUARD

LG83A

$ 52.79 pair

•9-12 Years of age
•13” Long

LG84AW

$ 52.25 pair

•Full wings •7-9 Years
of age •11” Long

LG83

$ 42.76 pair

•9-12 Years of age
•13” Long

LG84

$ 37.97 pair

•7-9 Years of age
•11” Long

•Cushions & supports •Minimizes strain in crouching position •Black

CATCHER’S KNEE
SUPPORTS
LGKSA

•Adult size
•5’8” & up

$ 15.75 pair

LG50

CATCHER’S KNEE
SUPPORTS
LGKSY

$ 14.77 pair

•Youth size
•5’7” & under

$ 19.31 each

•Universal 7.5” shin
plate •Ankle/foot
protector •3 Quick
release buckles

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
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PRO ADULT MODELS •Made of lightweight multi-layered low
rebound foam •Breathable Lycra® material •Removable shoulder cap
•Collar bone pad •Encased sternum •Black

CPPRO

•17” Long

P100SBK

$ 52.42 each

P130LBK

P110LBK

$ 47.88 each

•16-18 Years of age
•16.5” Long

YOUTH MODELS

$ 49.64 each

•Removable tail
•12-16 Years of age
•15" Long

RHINO® SERIES WOMEN’S
CHEST PROTECTOR

$ 38.10 each

•Removable tail
•7-9 Years of age
•11” Long

PONY LEAGUE

RGCP17BK

P120LBK

$ 44.28 each

•Removable tail
•9-12 Years of age
•13” Long

$ 63.02 each

•Built-in breast plate
•Ages 15+
•17” Long

RGCP15BK

$ 55.94 each

•Built-in breast plate
•12-15 Years of age
•15” Long
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PROFESSIONAL
LEG GUARD

SINGLE KNEE

DOUBLE KNEE
W/WINGS

INSIDE LINER

LG87

$ 97.31 pair

•Fits under pant leg •Adjustable knee cap
•Removable and washable liners
•Can be adjusted from 15” to 18” long •Black

LIGHTWEIGHT FLOATING
DOUBLE KNEE W/WINGS

•Vented lightweight padding •Floating
middle knee •Lock-in hooks prevent
detachment •Removable toe extension •Black

LG86

LG85

$ 65.39 pair

•Double panel knee caps
•16.5” Long
•Black

ULTRA LIGHT
RHINO® TEK

•Rhino® Tek foam for
superior ventilation •Ultra
lightweight plastic construction
•Durable snap lock buckles
•Removable toe
extensions •Black

$ 47.26 pair

•Single panel knee caps

•16.5” Long
•Black

INSIDE BODY PROTECTOR

P160

$ 48.86 pair

•Padded Armorlite® shoulder pads
•Separate arm pads •Black

LG88S

$ 87.16 pair

LG88M

$ 88.39 pair

LG88L

$ 89.61 pair

•15.5” Long
•17” Long
•18.5” Long

OUTSIDE BODY PROTECTOR
P150

LG896

$ 58.84 pair

LG898

$ 60.48 pair

•16” Long
•18” Long

•Y strap
•Black

$ 38.14 pair

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
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OUTSIDE PLASTIC SHIELD PROFESSIONAL MODEL •Soft foam padding with closed mesh cell cover
•Moisture wicking •Extra wide side protection •Raised shoulder protection •Double shoulder caps •Black

P200

P210

$ 85.65 each

•17” Long

$ 77.83 each

•15” Long

P220

$ 74.19 each

•13” Long

ARMOR STYLE CHEST PROTECTORS •3mm Molded armor •Contoured for a close fit •Full shoulder coverage

•Ultimate protection without compromising movement •DryTek™ mesh wicks away moisture •EverClean™ pads resist bacteria, mold
and mildew •Five point harness with quick release clips

P230

P235

$ 97.81 each

•16” Long

$ 95.76 each

•14.5” Long

P240

$ 93.71 each

•13” Long

PRO STYLE LOW REBOUND FOAM CHEST PROTECTORS •Low rebound foam padding •Plastic plates
•Fits under any shirt or sleeve •4-Way adjustable back harness •Washable mesh fabric cover •Black

P170

P180

$ 76.52 each

$ 73.25 each

•14” Long

•16” Long

CHEST PROTECTOR EXTENSION
CXP

$ 6.02 each

•Fits P190, P180 and P170 chest protectors
•4” Long •Black

P190

$ 68.75 each

•12” Long

BICEP EXTENSIONS
BEX

$ 15.47 pair

•Bicep protection pads
•Attach with Velcro®
straps •4” Long •Black
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FIELDER’S GLOVES

CBGPRO $ 72.14 each
CBGPRORH

•14.5” •Full grain leather •Triple bar open
web •Fast back •Adjustable wrist strap
with Velcro® closure •Adult XL – H.S.

CBG900 $ 55.04 each
CBG900RH

•13” •Full grain leather •Double bar open
web •Conventional back •Adult L – H.S.

CBG800 $ 48.82 each
CBG800RH

•12” •Full grain leather •Closed basket web
•Conventional back •H.S. – Elementary

CBG600 $ 44.93 each
CBG600RH

•11” •Full grain leather •Closed basket
web •Conventional back •Elementary

CBG920 $ 43.66 each
CBG920RH

•13” •Full grain leather front & vinyl
back •Double bar open web
•Conventional back •Adult L – H.S.

CBG700 $ 39.73 each
CBG700RH

•12” •Full grain leather front & vinyl back
•Closed basket web •Conventional back
•H.S. – Elementary

CBG500 $ 39.35 each
CBG500RH

•11” •Full grain leather front & vinyl back •Closed
basket web •Conventional back •Elementary

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
FIELDER’S GLOVES •PE or rec glove series •Nylon mesh back •Soft leather front •Ready to use right out of the box
•Adjustable wrist strap with Velcro® closure

CBG960 $ 52.58 each
CBG960RH

•14” •Adult XL – H.S.

CBG950 $ 45.99 each
CBG950RH

•13” •Adult L – H.S.

CBG940 $ 42.48 each
CBG940RH

•12” •H.S. – Elementary

INFIELDER TRAINER MITT

CBG935 $ 36.95 each
CBG935RH

•11” •Elementary

CBG930 $ 34.74 each
CBG930RH

•10” •Youth

CGT9

$ 50.86 each

•All cowhide leather construction •For all
levels of players •Perfect for teaching
fundamentals of fielding

CATCHER’S MITTS •Pre-oiled full grain leather •Deep pocket •Scoop toe design •Adjustable wrist strap

CCM400

$ 90.64 each

•Full size •33.5”

CCM350

$ 88.59 each

•Intermediate size •33”

CCM300

$ 83.48 each

•Youth size •32”
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BREAKAWAY BASE SET

MAGNETIC BREAK-FREE BASE

REPLACEMENT
PRO ANCHOR

M500A

M800

$ 355.59 each

•Base includes: base cover, stanchion pan, ground inserts
•3 interchangeable plates to adjust holding strength •Fully
compliant with Little League® Rule 1.06 •15”L x 15”W x 2 ¼”H

PRO ANCHORED BASE SETS

•Heavy gauge rubber cover •High density
foam interior •Includes bases and hinged
ground anchors •Set of 3 •15”L x 15”W x 3”H

M900

•Replacement anchor
for all bases

$ 460.35 set

•Quick release base •Disengages from
stationary rubber base plate upon impact
•Fully compliant with Little League® Rule
1.06 •Includes ground anchors
•Set of 3 •15”L x 15”W x 2 ¼”H

ANCHORED BASE
WITH MOLDED SHELL

$ 8.35 each

DIG OUT
TOOL

MOLDED RUBBER
BASE PLUG
M500P

$ 4.38 each

• Fits all conventional base
anchor systems •Black

RUBBER BASE
PLUG

M500

$ 252.89 set

•Rust proof bolted stanchion pan

M501

$ 252.89 set

•Rust proof welded stanchion pan

LOW PROFILE PRO
MODEL BASE

M700

$ 229.56 set

•Molded rubber base •Breakaway
style •Includes anchors and plugs
H•Set of 3 •15”L x 15”W x 2.5”H

M250

$ 233.04 set

•Molded plastisol shell •Injection filled DT10
with urethane foam •Heavy-duty steel
$ 6.59 each
anchor is molded into shell •Includes •8”L
anchors •Set of 3 •15”L x 15”W x 3”H •Tapered edge

HOLLYWOOD TYPE SAFETY
SLIDER BASE SET

M725

$ 383.42 set

•Durable rubber construction •Beveled
corners •Heavy-duty white steel anchors
•Set of 3 •15”L x 15”W x 1.5”H

WAP

$ 8.02 each

•Molded rubber with optic
stem •Optic rope for easy
removal •Fits all conventional
base anchor systems
•Black/Optic Yellow

HOLLYWOOD TYPE IMPACT
BASE SET

M750

$ 403.06 set

•Durable rubber construction •Compresses
and releases upon impact •Heavy-duty
white steel anchors •Set of 3
•15”L x 15”W x 2”H

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
PRO DOUBLE FIRST BASE

M175
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BREAKAWAY DOUBLE FIRST BASE

$ 151.20 each

•Official size •One piece molded rubber •Includes anchors
•30”L x 15”W x 2.5”H

FULL SIZE DOUBLE FIRST BASE

M950

$ 320.81 each

•Official size •Quick release disengages from rubber base
plate on impact •Fully compliant with Little League® Rule
1.06 •Easily installs in standard ground anchors
•30”L x 15”W x 2.5”H

HOLLYWOOD STYLE DOUBLE FIRST BASE
M155

$ 42.43 each

•3 Straps and 4 spikes •30”L x 15”W x 3”H

YOUTH LEAGUE DOUBLE FIRST BASE

M144

$ 39.16 each

•3 Straps and 4 spikes •28”L x 14”W x 2”H

M775

$ 258.61 each

•Honeycomb design compresses upon impact •High quality rubber
•One-piece molded construction •Will not separate •Anchor plugs
and ground anchors not included •30”L x 15”W x 2”H
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FOAM FILLED QUILTED COVER BASES •Heavy-duty nylon quilted cover •Foam filled

M290

$ 53.03 set

•Foam filled •1 Nylon
web strap & 1 steel spike
per base •Set of 3
•14”L x 14”W x 2”H

M150

$ 64.24 set

•2 Nylon web straps & 2 steel spikes per base •Set of 3
•15”L x 15”W x 3”H

M300

$ 55.86 set

•2 Nylon web straps & 2 steel spikes per base
•Set of 3 •14”L x 14”W x 2”H

M350

$ 60.89 set

•2 Nylon web straps & 2 steel spikes per base
•Set of 3 •15”L x 15”W x 2”H

BASE SPIKES

M200

$ 31.66 set

•Heavy-duty nylon cover •Leather tab & steel nail spike
•Set of 3 •14”L x 14”W x 1”H

M110

$ 1.27 each

•Extra base spikes

BASE STRAPS

M111

$ 3.31 each

•Extra base straps

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
PRO ANCHOR
HOME PLATE

UNIVERSAL
HOME PLATE

BH87

BH89

$ 115.39 each

$ 146.29 each

PRO BURY ALL
HOME PLATE

PRO BURY ALL
HOME PLATE

BH86

BH88

$ 103.12 each
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$ 114.17 each

•White/ Black molded rubber
•Metal bottom plate
•Includes anchor and 5 spikes

•White/Black molded rubber
•Waffle bottom

•White/Black molded rubber
•Cherry hardwood bottom

SAVE-A-LEG
HOME PLATE

WAFFLE BOTTOM
BASE

WAFFLE BOTTOM
HOME PLATE

E-Z SLIDE
HOME PLATE

85

93

96

95

•White/Black molded rubber
•Metal bottom plate
•Includes ground anchor

$ 33.47 each

•White/Black molded rubber
•Includes 5 metal spikes

$ 12.56 each

•White molded rubber
•Suction bottom

$ 16.12 each

INDOOR/OUTDOOR BASE SETS

97
97W

$ 13.75 set

•Set includes home plate, 3 bases and
pitcher’s plate •Molded vinyl
•Available in Orange or White

98

$ 21.44 each

•White molded rubber
•Official softball home plate
•Waffle bottom prevents slipping •Includes 3 metal spikes

HOME PLATE
EXTENSION

$ 12.19 set

•Orange molded vinyl
•Set includes home plate and 3 bases

HPX

$ 9.98 each

•Extends the strike zone
•24” Long
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PRO MODEL 4-WAY

BH81

$ 114.08 each

•Official size 4-way pitcher’s box
•White •24”L x 6”W

PRO STEP
DOWN RUBBER

BH82

OFFICIAL SIZE
PITCHER’S PLATE

$ 22.06 each

•Official size •3 Metal spikes
•White rubber •24”L x 6”W

OFFICIAL SIZE
PITCHER’S PLATE

RP81

YOUTH LEAGUE 4-WAY

BH83

•Youth size 4-way pitcher’s box
•White •18”L x 4”W

BH71

$ 90.90 each

•Official size •White •24”L x 6”W

YOUTH SIZE ANCHOR
STYLE PITCHER’S PLATE

$ 26.84 each

•Official size •Includes 2 removable spikes
•24”L x 6”W

BH73

$ 83.82 each

$ 20.66 each

BH83A

$ 21.48 each

•Replacement anchor
set for BH73

•Replacement anchor
set for BH83

$ 60.36 each

•Youth size step down pitcher’s rubber
•White •18”L x 4”W

YOUTH
PITCHER’S PLATE

•Youth size •Removable inground
anchor system •White •18”L x 4”W

BH73A

$ 62.73 each

YOUTH LEAGUE STEP
DOWN RUBBER

BH72

$ 85.52 each

•Official size step down pitcher’s rubber
•White •24”L x 6”W

80

OFFICIAL SIZE ANCHOR
STYLE PITCHER’S PLATE

70

$ 15.39 each

•Youth size •3 Metal spikes
•White rubber •18”L x 4”W

YOUTH LEAGUE SIZE
PITCHER’S PLATE

RP71

$ 19.27 each

•Youth size •Includes 2 removable spikes
•18”L x 4”W
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BASEBALL UNIFORM BELTS •Elastic uniform belt •Full grain leather tabs

UB

Kell
y

al

Roy

Whi
te

o on

Mar

ge
Oran

Teal

y

Nav

rlet
Sca

Pink

UBY

$4.17 each

•Adult size
•1.5” Wide
•Sized 22” – 46”

Gold

mbi
a Bl
ue

Colu

Gree
Dark

Gray

le

Purp

Card

inal

n

Black

$3.93 each

•Youth size
•1.25” Wide
•Sized 18” – 32”

RHINO® ALL SPORT SOCK

•Multi-sport sock for baseball, football and soccer •70% Acrylic, 15% Elastic, 15% nylon •Tube style •Cushioned for comfort
Black

SK1

Dark
Green

Gold

$3.20 pair

Maroon

Navy

Orange Purple

SK3

$3.80 pair

•Small size •6.5 – 8.5

•Large size •10 – 13

•Medium size •8.5 – 10

•X-Large size •13 – 15

SK2

$3.60 pair

SK4

$4.00 pair

Royal Scarlet

White

Hot
Pink

Gray

Kelly

Teal

Columbia
Blue
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DELUXE BATTING TEE

DELUXE 6 COLOR BATTING TEE SET

STEEL TUBE

90

C90SET

$ 29.99 each

•Mounted on an official rubber home plate •Telescopic sleeve adjusts
from 22” to 47” •Black molded rubber with reinforced steel tube

MULTI-POSITION BATTING TEE
91MP

BATTING TEE TRAINER

92

$ 23.60 each

•Adjustable strike zone
•Rubber baseball with
elastic stretch cord
•Telescopic sleeve adjusts
from 21” to 35”
•Retail Packed

BATTING TEE TUBE
90T

$ 5.48 each

•Replacement batting
tee tube

$ 271.71 set

•Mounted on an official size home plate •Molded rubber
•Telescopic sleeve adjusts from 22” to 47”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

$ 59.74 each

•White/Black molded rubber
home plate
•Rotating multi-position gear
•Heavy-duty steel flange and
support arm
•Telescopic sleeve
adjusts from 21” to 37”

SPRING ACTION BATTING TEE

99

$ 38.04 each

•Long lasting spring action design •Brush tee top •Weight fillable base
•Heavy-duty real base feel •No bat shock •Telescopic sleeve adjusts
from 26” to 33” •Retail Packed

BASEBALL • SOFTBALL
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PORTABLE BATTING TEES •Molded rubber 19” base •Develops batting skills •Develops hand-eye coordination •Adjusts
from 20” to 36” •Built in carry handle and storage straps •Retail Packed
BT101

$ 30.49 each

BT103

$ 33.55 each

•1 Position hitting zone

•3 Position hitting zone

DELUXE 5 POSITION
BATTING TEE

BT50

$ 90.68 each

•Black molded rubber
•17” home plate with 5 batting sections
•Includes 2 telescopic sleeves that
adjust from 20” to 36”
•Steel reinforced carrying handle
•Retail packed

PORTABLE FOLDING
BATTING TEE
BT105

$ 40.43 each

•5 Position hitting zone

89

$ 39.04 each

•Portable and lightweight
•Folds for storage
•Adjustable from 25” to 37”
•Flexible tee top •Weighted bottom
•Black
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SCOREBOOK

TALLY & PITCH COUNTERS
TC

TC2

$ 6.00 each

•Home & road pitch
counter •Track 2 pitchers
at once •Ergonomic
design •Black

•Instant reset knob
•4 Digit display up
to 9999 •Comfort
finger rest •Steel

SC1

$ 4.21 each

•Use for baseball, softball and
tee ball •25 Game and 15 player
lineup •Heavy cardboard back
•Hardcover •Spiral bound
•Includes batting average chart,
roster and lineup pages

UMPIRE BALL BAG

THROAT
PROTECTOR

UMPIRE INDICATORS

SIB

$ 70.22 dozen

•Stainless steel
•3 Wheel
•Optic yellow
numbers

SI4

$ 7.65 each

$ 77.09 dozen

•Stainless steel
•4 Wheel
•Optic yellow
numbers

PI

$ 33.88 dozen

•Black plastic
•3 Wheel
•Optic yellow
numbers

78BLK

$ 5.57 each

•Foam padded
protector •Laces
into mask •Black
•6”L x 3”W

EYE BLACK
75B

$ 5.28 each

•Holds 6 balls, 1 umpire
brush and 1 indicator •Black

UMPIRE KIT

PI4

$ 40.27 dozen

•Black plastic
•4 Wheel
•Call Order
•Optic yellow numbers

GLOVE REPAIR
GRK

UMKIT

$ 14.65 each

•Set includes umpire ball
bag, wooden umpire
brush and 4 dial umpire
indicator •Black

PIL

$ 42.72 dozen

•Black plastic
•3 Wheel •Call Order
•Oversized •Easy read
optic yellow numbers

$ 6.63 each

•Glove repair kit
•Includes 1
needle and
leather lace

PIB

$ 35.85 dozen

•Black plastic
•4 Wheel
•Optic yellow numbers

UMP BRUSH

UMP

BE10

$ 3.81 each

•Eye black •Twist tube
applicator •Easy to
remove
$ 3.93 each

•Umpire’s brush
•Wood handle
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FIRST AID KIT

FAKIT

INSTANT COLD COMPRESS

$ 11.66 kit

•Basic supplies for minor medical
emergencies •Specifically designed for
sports & recreational events •Durable
weather resistant case •Contains:
1 instant cold pack, 10 adhesive strips
(3/4” x 3”), 1 large adhesive strip, 1
knuckle bandage, 1 fingertip bandage, 2
gauze pads (3” x 3”), 1 conforming
bandage (2” x 4.1yds), 1 roll adhesive
tape (.5” x 5yds), 6 antiseptic towelettes,
1 insect sting relief, 2 triple antibiotic
ointments (1/32oz), 2 first aid creams
(1/32oz), 2 pair latex gloves and
1 splinter forceps.

MEN’S DELUXE CUP & SUPPORTER SET

•3” Elastic waistband with soft pouch •Snap closure
•Non-curl straps •Hard contoured cup with cushioned edge

10CSSM

$ 7.94 set

10CSMD

$ 7.94 set

10CSLG

$ 7.94 set

10CSXL

$ 7.94 set

IC16

$ 13.12 each

•Instant cold pack •Squeeze to activate
•4” x 9” •Case of 16

MEN’S ATHLETIC SUPPORTER

•3” Elastic waistband •Non-curl straps •Soft rayon pouch

10SM

$ 6.26 each

10MD

$ 6.26 each

10LG

$ 6.26 each

10XL

$ 6.26 each

•Small •26” - 32”

•Small •26” - 32”

•Medium •32” - 38”

•Medium •32” - 38”

•Large •38” - 44”

•Large •38” - 44”

•Extra large •44” - 50”

•Extra large •44” - 50”

INTERMEDIATE DELUXE CUP &
SUPPORTER SET

•2.5” Elastic waistband
with soft pouch
•Snap closure •Non-curl
straps •Hard contoured
cup with cushioned edge

8CSSM

$ 7.73 set

8CSMD

$ 7.73 set

8CSLG

$ 7.73 set

INTERMEDIATE
PROTECTIVE CUP

MEN’S
PROTECTIVE CUP

•Small •20” - 26”

•Medium •26” - 32”
•Large •32” - 38”

YC

$ 2.58 each

•Boy’s contoured design
•Cushioned edges

MC

$ 2.66 each

•Men’s contoured design
•Cushioned edges
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BAT CADDY

BH1000

$ 23.94 each

DELUXE HANGING TEAM BAT BAG
BC1010

•Heavy-duty
reinforced vinyl with
mesh backing
•Holds 12 bats
•Attaches to chain
link fence
•Black
•52”W x 42”H

BC1050

HBC

$ 49.60 each

•Holds 6 bags and 6 helmets
•Rolls into a carrying bag for transport
•Black
•36”L x 20”W x 11”H

HANGING HELMET BAG

•Heavy-duty nylon
•Holds 10 bats
•Plastic sleeve insert for team name
•Mounts on chain link fence
•Rolls up for transport with nylon
straps and carrying handle
•Black •34”W x 45”H

BAT PORTFOLIO

COMBINATION BAT &
HELMET FENCE BAG

HC1010

$ 28.07 each

HELMET CADDY

$ 46.24 each

•Folding zippered case •400 Denier® nylon
•Holds 8 bats •Three clips for fence attachment
•Carrying Handle •Black •38”L x 17.5”W x 7”H

HC1000

$ 24.35 each

•Heavy-duty reinforced vinyl with
mesh backing •Holds 8 helmets
•Attaches to chain link fence
•Black •32”W x 52”H

HANGING TEAM HELMET BAG
$ 42.31 each

•Holds 8 helmets in mesh
pockets •Velcro® tab holds
flap in place for easy access
•Folds up for transport with
carrying handles
•40.5”W x 52”H

HC1012

$ 42.97 each

•Holds 12 helmets •Nylon construction •Mounts on any chain link
fence •Rolls up for transport with nylon straps and carrying handle
•Black •54”W x 43”H
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ULTRA DELUXE PLAYER BAG

PB360

PB360 SHOWN OPEN

$ 55.45 each

•Ultra durable 600 Denier® nylon •Removable and adjustable padded carry strap
•Additional compartment holds 2 bats •Zippered side pocket •Removable Velcro®
side panel for easy screen printing or embroidery •Oversized zippers •Double
fence clips •Rubberized bottom •Available in Black, Red, Dark Green, Navy and
Royal •36”L x 14”W x 12”H

ULTRA DELUXE ROLLER BAG

EB3614

$ 121.21 each

•Ultra durable 600 Denier® nylon •Padded shoulder straps •Additional side
compartment and bottom zippered compartment for larger items •Padded
side pocket for bats •Vented shoe pocket •Front pocket unzips for easy
screen printing or embroidery •Oversized zippers •Double fence clips •Extra
large wheels •Available in Black, Navy, Red and Royal •14”L x 14”W x 37”H

EB3614 SHOWN OPEN
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WHEELED TEAM EQUIPMENT BAG

DELUXE EQUIPMENT BAG

DB1001

$ 55.81 each

BLACK

ROYAL

•420 Denier nylon with plastic backing
•Water resistant •U-shaped top zipper
•Shoulder straps can be worn backpack
NAVY
RED
style •Dual rubber skids on bottom
prevent tearing •Includes an inside
zipper pocket •Available in Black, Royal, Red and Navy
•36”L x 12”W x 15”H
®

DB2000

$ 79.43 each

•Rip stop nylon •Extra large main
compartment •Large end and side pockets
•Heavy-duty zippers and hardware •Carrying strap with wrapped
handles •Wheels for easy transport •Black •38”L x 16”W x 18”H

DELUXE BALL BAG

DELUXE TEAM EQUIPMENT BAG

DB1000

$ 33.15 each

•Heavy-duty vinyl •Wrap around handles
with Velcro® closure
•Available in Black, Royal, Red and Navy
•36”L x 13”W x 16”H

BLACK

ROYAL

RED

NAVY

PRO BALL BAG

DB360

$ 35.72 each

•Vinyl coated nylon
•Heavy-duty carrying
straps and zipper
•2 Side pockets
•Hard plastic bottom
•Holds 72 baseballs
or 36 softballs
•Black

DB300

$ 15.75 each

•Holds 36 baseballs
or 18 softballs
•Black

EQUIPMENT BAGS 44
DELUXE PLAYER BAG

DELUXE PERSONAL EQUIPMENT BAG

DB700

DBX

$ 40.84 each

•Pockets hold shoes, gloves, batting gloves, water bottles and up
to 5 bats •Removable 6 pack cooler •Available in Black, Royal, Red
and Navy •36”L x 9”W x 10”H

$ 25.37 each

•600 Denier® nylon •Compartment stores 2 bats •Heavy-duty
zippers •Inside zipper pouch •Adjustable shoulder strap
•Fence clip •Available in Black, Royal, Red and Navy
•36”L x 8”W x 10”H

ZIPPERED CANVAS DUFFLE BAGS

BASEBALL BACKPACK

BP2040

CB4224

$ 35.52 each

•2 bat holders •Glove and helmet pockets •Drink sleeve •Large main
chamber •Adjustable shoulder and back strap •Shoe and cleat
compartment •Hooks onto fence •Black •17”H x 14”W x 10”D

$ 56.15 each

•Oversized •22oz Canvas •Wrapped handles •Available in
Black, Royal, Red and Navy •42”L x 13”W x 16”H

CB3314BK

$ 45.83 each

•22oz Canvas •Wrapped handles •Black Only
•34”L x 12”W x 15”H

45 EQUIPMENT BAGS
MEDIUM ARMY DUFFLE BAG

CB2136BK

$ 33.43 each

•22oz Canvas
•Shoulder strap and handle
•Black
•36”L x 21”W

LARGE ARMY DUFFLE BAG

CB2441

$ 37.59 each

•22oz Canvas
•Shoulder strap and handle
•Black or Olive Drab
•42”L x 24”W

EXTRA LARGE DUFFLE BAG

CB3050

$ 58.31 each

•22oz Canvas
•Shoulder strap and handle
•Black or Olive Drab
•50”L x 30”W

LIGHTWEIGHT ARMY DUFFLE BAG
CB1203

$ 26.19 each

•12oz Canvas
•Shoulder strap and handle
•Beige
•36”L x 21”W

DELUXE DUFFLE BAG

CANVAS DUFFLE BAG

CB39

$ 24.06 each

CB44

$ 28.39 each

•Heavy-duty waterproof
nylon
•Durable leather bottom
•Shoulder strap and handle
•White
•42”L x 20”W

•12oz Canvas
•Reinforced vinyl bottom
•Drawstring
•Shoulder strap
•Inside pocket
•White
•42”L x 23”W

EQUIPMENT BAGS
DELUXE SPORTS BACKPACKS

FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT BAG

FB1528
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BLACK

ROYAL

RED

NAVY

$ 46.57 each

•Large capacity personal football gear bag •Super tough PU
lined 600 Denier® nylon •Reinforced padded handles with Velcro®
closure •Removable padded shoulder strap •Main compartment
holds all your equipment •Separate vented shoe compartment
•Individual pockets for gloves, mouth guard, valuables and cell
phone •Additional helmet bag and mesh bag for laundry •Front
panel is removable for screen printing •Available in Black, Royal,
Red and Navy •28”L x 15”W x 15”H

ALL PURPOSE BACKPACKS

BP802

$ 57.53 each

•Durable 600 Denier® nylon •Adjustable shoulder and waist
straps •Padded back and shoulder straps •Two large equipment
compartments •Ventilated front pocket •Side zippered pockets
and media pocket •Padded cord lock holders for two bats or
lacrosse sticks •Oversized zippers •Available in Black, Red,
Dark Green, Royal and Navy •13”L x 20”W x 10”H

BP1810

$ 24.39 each

•600 Denier® nylon with PU lining
•Textured rubberized bottom
•Top loading main compartment
with U - shaped opening •Large
ventilated pocket for footwear
•Large front mesh pocket •Small
inner pocket and key tab •Padded
and adjustable back straps •Webbed
loop carrying handle •Available in
Black, Red, Dark Green, Royal and
Navy •18”L x 10”W x 18”H

47 EQUIPMENT BAGS
ALL SPORT PERSONAL EQUIPMENT BAGS

•Waterproof PU lined 600 Denier® nylon •Double
zippered main compartment •Adjustable shoulder
strap •Detachable side pocket for easy embroidery or
screen printing •Mesh ventilated end pockets for wet
items •Available in Royal, Black, Navy and Red
Detachable side pocket for easy embroidery or screen printing

CB10

$ 28.97 each

•Small •20”L x 12”W x 12”H

CB35

$ 30.40 each

•Medium •25”L x 11”W x 11”H

CB45

$ 35.81 each

•Large •29”L x 13”W x 13”H

LACROSSE EQUIPMENT BAG

LAXBAG

$ 56.51 each

Detachable side pocket for easy embroidery or screen printing

•Largest lacrosse bag on the market •Heavy-duty nylon •Full-length stick compartment •Waterproof bottom •Adjustable shoulder strap
•Available in Royal, Black, Green, Navy and Red •41”L x 12.75”W x 11.5”H

LACROSSE 48
LACROSSE GOAL TARGET

LGT

TARGET TRAINER

•Flat steel frame •Heavy-duty ¾” mesh netting with nylon binding
•4 Corner targets with mesh pockets •2 Steel support poles •Four
10” ground spikes •Includes nylon carry bag •Orange

$ 83.48 each

•Goalie weak zone target •9 Target zones •All weather durable
mesh •Includes goal fasteners •Black •6’W x 6’H

BOUNCE BACK TARGET

LBT10

$ 155.56 each

•Sturdy steel frame •3’W x 4’H Nylon
rebound area •Adjustable for varied
rebound angles •40”W x 80”H •Black

LG66

$ 141.58 each

•6’W x 6’H

PRO BOUNCE BACK TARGET

LBT43

$ 259.84 each

•Sturdy steel frame •3’W x 4’H rebound
area •Dampened rebound surface for
smaller areas absorbs shock •Adjustable
for varied rebound angles •3’W x 8’H

LG44

$ 84.70 each

•4’W X 4’H

MULTI-SPORT
TRAINING REBOUNDER

LBT53

$ 131.56 each

•Sturdy steel frame
•Adjustable Y-frame construction
•Multiple angle & double sided use
•3’W x 5’H

49 LACROSSE
PRO COLLEGIATE GOAL

PRO GOALS

LNGPROXX

LNGHS

$ 367.05 each

•Top of the line Pro Collegiate/H.S.
game goal
•2” Powder-coated galvanized steel
•Multi-piece construction
•One-piece welded top rail with
mitered corners
•3”W x 3/8” thick flat steel ground bar
with lacing rails for stability
•Goal assembles in minutes (net not
included)
•Orange •6’W x 6’H

BACKYARD GOAL

LNGL

•A favorite for high school programs
•High quality official size goal
•1.75”D x 1.5mm Powder-coated
steel tubing
•Individually welded lacing rails for
effortless set up
•Includes 5mm lacrosse net
•6’W x 6’H

FOLDING BACKYARD GOAL

$ 81.02 each

•Same features as the LNGL
•4’W x 4’H

LNGLPRO

LNGLFD

$ 142.81 each

•Same features as the LNGL
•Folds for easy storage

$ 200.00 each

•Pro competition goal for H.S. and
league play
•1.75”D x 1.2mm Powder-coated
steel tubing
•Includes 4mm lacrosse net
•Lacing rails
•Orange •6’W x 6’H

MINI GOAL

MLG

$ 122.35 each

•Official size
•Heavy-duty 1.5”D x 1.2mm steel tubing
•Includes 3mm lacrosse net
•Net attaches in seconds with
Velcro® straps
•Retail pack •Orange •6’W x 6’H

LNGL44

$ 243.00 each

$ 40.51 each

•Sturdy ABS construction
•Durable poly/cotton net with
600 Denier® nylon sleeve
•Weighted bottom for stability
•Breaks down for convenient storage
•3’W x 3’H

LACROSSE
LACROSSE NETS •Official size •1.5” Square nylon mesh •White •6’W x 6’H x 7’D
LN49

$ 74.98 pair

LN50

$ 108.73 pair

LN53

$ 143.76 pair

•2.0mm

•2.5mm

•3.0mm

LN53WT

$ 156.12 pair

•3.0mm
•Weather treated
•Black

BACKSTOP NET

LN54

$ 203.91 pair

LN55

$ 229.97 pair

LN56

$ 278.73 pair

•4.0mm

•5.0mm

•6.0mm

LN56WT
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$ 330.00 pair

•6.0mm
•Weather treated
•Black

LBS1030

$ 353.55 each

•Free standing lacrosse
backstop
•2.5mm Heavy-duty
polyethylene net
•1.25” Steel upright
poles
•T-bar construction
eliminates need
for tie down
•Can be used as a
barrier for other sports
•30’W x 10’H

51 LACROSSE
OFFICIAL LACROSSE BALLS

LBW

$ 40.76 dozen

•White
•NCAA/NFHS approved

LBWNOCSAE

$ 40.76 dozen

•White
•NCAA/NFHS approved
•Meets NOCSAE standards

LBP

$ 60.89 dozen

LBV

$ 60.89 dozen

•Pink
•NCAA approved

•Purple
•NCAA approved

LBY

$ 40.76 dozen

•Yellow
•NCAA/NFHS approved

LBYNOCSAE

$ 40.76 dozen

•Yellow
•NCAA/NFHS approved
•Meets NOCSAE standards

LBB

$ 40.76 dozen

LBR

$ 40.76 dozen

•Blue
•NCAA approved

•Red
•NCAA approved

LBO

$ 40.76 dozen

•Orange
•NCAA/NFHS approved

LBONOCSAE

$ 40.76 dozen

•Orange
•NCAA/NFHS approved
•Meets NOCSAE standards

LBG

$ 40.76 dozen

LBM

$ 40.76 dozen

•Lime green
•NCAA approved

•Multi-color
•NCAA approved

LACROSSE
SPONGE
LACROSSE BALL

HOLLOW PRACTICE
LACROSSE BALL
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LOW BOUNCE LACROSSE BALL
LBLX

$ 68.25 dozen

•Orange
•Solid Rubber

PLW

HLBX

$ 17.68 dozen

$ 47.50 dozen

•Soft hollow ball
•Indoor and training
•White

•Soft sponge ball
•Indoor and training
•White

LACROSSE BALL SET

LBSET

LACROSSE BALL BAG

XLB

$ 23.51 each

•Heavy-duty 1200
Denier® nylon
•Holds up to 75 balls
•Plastic base keeps bag
dry and upright
•Black/Gray

$ 24.47 set

•Set of 6 lacrosse balls
•Includes 1 each in White,
Orange, Yellow, Green,
Blue and Multi-color
•Packed in a reusable
mesh bag

RHINO LACROSSE® SET •Set includes ultra-light shoulder pads, arm guards and gloves •Black •Retail Packed

LSETS

$ 146.90 set

•Small
•5-9 Years of age
•60-100 LBS

LSETM

$ 150.59 set

•Medium
•10-14 Years of age
•101-150 LBS

LSETL

$ 153.45 set

•Large
•15 Years of age +
•151 LBS +

53 LACROSSE
MINI LACROSSE GAME SET

RHINO SKIN® LACROSSE SET

RSLAXSET

$ 387.14 set

•6 Blue and 6 Yellow
36” sticks
•Durable foam heads
with exclusive Rhino
Skin® coating
•Includes 12 orange
polyurethane balls

MLGXSET

$ 336.80 set

•Complete 14 player set
•Includes two 3’L x 3’W mini goals
•6 Red and 6 Blue 33” mini sticks and 12 rubber balls

SOFT LACROSSE SET

LAXSR

$ 145.43 set

•Indoor/outdoor •6 Red and 6 Blue 40” aluminum sticks
•Sticks have soft collapsible heads •Includes 6 vinyl balls

ULTRA GRIP LACROSSE SET

LXSET

$ 296.26 set

•6 Blue and 6 Red 33” sticks •Aluminum shaft covered with
ultra grip foam •Flexible plastic mesh head •Includes 12 foam
balls

FOOTBALL
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PRO COMP SERIES

•Tacky water resistant pro composite cover •2-Ply butyl bladder •Raised laces made from tackified material
•Meets High School and NCAA specifications

CF100

$ 19.15 each

•Official size

CF200

$ 18.74 each

CF300

$ 18.33 each

•Intermediate size

•Junior size

FX600

FX700

COMP SERIES •Water resistant composite easy grip cover •2-Ply butyl bladder •Tackified laces

FX500

$ 15.47 each

•Official size

$ 11.21 each

•Official size

•Junior size

•Pee Wee size

FX800

$ 14.24 each

RFB2

RFB3

RFB4

$ 9.98 each

WF32

$ 30.36 each

$ 14.65 each

$ 11.01 each

•Intermediate size

$ 10.80 each

•Junior size

WEIGHTED FOOTBALL TRAINERS •Increases arm strength, option pitching and grip •Rubber

WF21

$ 24.96 each

•2LB •Official size
•Red/Yellow

$ 17.92 each

•Intermediate size

$ 15.06 each

RUBBER •Water resistant pro rubber cover •2-Ply butyl bladder •Playable on all surfaces

RFB1

CF400

•Pee Wee size

WF31

$ 30.49 each

•3LB •Official size
•Red/Yellow

WF22

$ 24.76 each

•2LB •Intermediate
size •Blue/Yellow

•Pee Wee size

•3LB •Intermediate
size •Blue/Yellow

55 FOOTBALL
GROUND ZERO®
1” KICKING TEE

GROUND ZERO®
2” KICKING TEE

GROUND ZERO® 1”
ONSIDE KICKING TEE

GZ1

GZ2

GZOS

$ 18.82 each

•Retail packed

$ 20.74 each

•Retail packed

TRIPLEX STEALTH
3-WAY KICKING TEE

$ 19.22 each

•Retail packed

TOE-TAL® 4-IN-1 KICKING TEE
When you
see this
surface
texture,
you know
you are
buying an
authentic
TOE-TAL®,
GROUND
ZERO®
or
TRIPLEXTM
tee.

1.The ball is supported at
about ground level so you
can learn to kick field goals
like the pros!

KTT41

$ 25.88 set

•Retail packed

2” EXTRA-POINT TEE

1” KICKING TEE

KT3

$ 4.71 each

•2” Rubber tee
•Black

2” KICKING TEE

2. When practicing with a
holder, flip the tee so the flat
side is up and it's a 1" kicking
block. The small projections
make for a sure hold under
any weather conditions. No
slipping when wet! A fast sure
hold under game conditions!
3. In the orientation of mode
1, insert the tee into the
plastic base to create a 1"
kicking tee.
4. In the orientation of mode
2, insert the tee into the
base and it's a 1 3/4"
kicking block.

T3N1

•Onside kick notch
•Cutaway scalloped ball
receiving recess
•Reshaped middle recess for
squibb kicks •Retail packed

FOOTBALL
KICKING HOLDER

2” SIDEWINDER TEE
FHK

KT1

$ 3.07 each

•1” Rubber tee •Orange

KT2

$ 3.52 each

•2” Rubber tee •Orange

$ 15.44 each

KT5R

$ 3.81 each

•2” Rubber tee •Orange

$ 38.06 each

•Heavy-duty enameled steel
base
•Flexible rubber tube to hold
ball in desired position
•Orange/Blue

FOOTBALL 56
FOOTBALL EQUIPMENT CART
FQC

$ 407.15 each

FOOTBALL HELMET CART

FBHC

$ 421.07 each

•1” Chrome plated steel
tubing
•Holds 60 helmets
•4 Swivel casters,
2 locking
•Fits through standard
doorway
•61”L x 24”W x 65”H

•1” Powder-coated steel
tubing
•Transport down box
and chain set, pylons
and side markers
•10” Pneumatic tires
•Black
•33”L x 32”W x 50”H

ROLLING FOOTBALL
HELMET CART

FOUR STACK SHOULDER
PAD RACK

TWO STACK SHOULDER
PAD RACK

FBWR

FBSPR4

FBSPR2

$ 327.16 each

•Powder-coated tubular steel
•Holds 56 helmets •4 Heavy-duty
rubber wheels •Rigid steel rods
with safety curves •Helmets
hung through ear opening
•28”L x 26”W x 81”H

$ 362.55 each

•Tubular steel rack with reinforced steel base
•Holds 60 to 80 pads
•4 Heavy-duty swivel casters
•Ships in 2 carton by UPS
•59”L x 24”W x 68”H

$ 242.25 each

•Same as the FBSPR4 but holds up
to 30 pads
•30”L x 24”W x 68”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS & RACKS.

57 FOOTBALL
PRO/COLLEGIATE CHAIN SETS •Two 8’ poles with 16” x 3” padded bulls’ eye •10 Yard galvanized steel chain •2 Piece black

padded aircraft aluminum pole •Molded ground stops •Rubber crutch tips •Available in horizontal stripe pattern, chevron pattern, or solid orange

FLEXCHSET1

$ 350.00 set

FLEXCHSET2

$ 350.00 set

FLEXCHSET3

JUNIOR VARSITY CHAIN SETS

DCXCHSET

$ 325.00 set

•Fully padded 7’4” poles/banners
with 15” bulls’ eye •10 Yard chain
•Adjustable stainless steel clips
•Solid Orange

FLEXCHSET

$ 300.00 set

•Fully padded 7’4” poles/banners
with 15” bulls’ eye •10 Yard chain
•Adjustable stainless steel clips
•Diagonal stripe pattern

$ 350.00 set

FOOTBALL
CHAIN & DOWN BOX SET

DCXSET

YCC

$ 169.00 each

•6’10”H Padded
down indicator
•12” Numbers
•Orange

•Fully padded 7’4” poles/banners
with 15” bulls’ eye •10 Yard chain
•Adjustable stainless steel clips
•6’10”H Padded down indicator
•12” Numbers
•Solid Orange

YARD CHAIN CLIP

DOWN BOXES

DCXBOX

$ 494.00 set

CHAIN YARD LINEMARKER
FCYL

$ 32.74 each

DDBOX

THROWDOWN MARKER

•Official weighted •Vinyl
•3.5”W x 6.5”H

FBBL

•Blue

FBBW

•Chain clip fits any
chain set

•White

PENALTY FLAG WITH BALL

REFLGPRO

•Ball style •Yellow

$ 439.28 each

•Full frame safety padded digital down box
•2 Color numbers •Slide lever rail for smooth
locking action
•2 Piece black padded aircraft aluminum pole
•Molded ground stop
•Rubber crutch tip
•Black/Fluorescent Orange

•Clips on chain to
mark yard line

$ 11.38 each

$ 13.54 each
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PENALTY FLAG

REFLG1

$ 4.71 each

•Center weight •Yellow

$ 7.24 each

$ 7.24 each

59 FOOTBALL
FLEX DOWNTM STACKABLE
SIDELINE MARKER SET

SLMSTACK

•3 Sided pyramid
shaped markers
•13”H numbers
•Flexible vinyl
construction
•11 Piece set
•Orange

$ 331.45 set

FLEX DOWNTM WEIGHTED FOAM
FIRST DOWN ARROW
FDGM

$ 25.56 each

•Bright vinyl
•Wide and weighted for
windy conditions
•Orange
•38”L x 10”W

LINE & END ZONE
PYLON SET

CLEAT & SPIKE
CLEANER

FLEX DOWNTM SOLID FOAM WEIGHTED
SIDELINE MARKER SET
SLMPRO

$ 306.90 set

•Vinyl coated foam with
weighted bottom
•10”H Numbers
•11 Piece set
•Orange

DAY-NIGHT SIDELINE MARKER SET
SLMSET

$ 364.19 set

•Foam filled nylon with
Velcro® fasteners •13”H
Numbers •Weighted
bottom •Folds flat for
storage •11 Piece set
•Orange/Yellow
•15”W x 15”H

SIDELINE OFFICIAL PINNIE SET

SP3SET

$ 33.96 set

•Set of 3 nylon vests
•Adjustable Velcro®
closure •2 Yellow
vests with Black
diamonds for chain
set •1 Yellow vest
with Black stripes
for down box

FPYLSET

$ 51.79 set

•Set of 4 line and end zone
markers •Vinyl with polyfoam
core •Sand weighted bottom
•Fluorescent Orange
•4”L x 4”W x 18”H

FCCR

$ 35.60 each

•Tough rubber bristles
•Molded carry handle
•White •15”W x 12”H

FOOTBALL KICKING SCREEN

FKPRO

$ 137.97 each

•1.5” Powder-coated
steel tubing
•30-Ply 1.75”
square mesh
•Extra deep pocket with
blue nylon sleeves
•Easy push pin assembly
•48”W x 96”H
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FOOTBALL
QUARTERBACK
ARM PLAY HOLDER

HELMET COVERS

•Adult size triple play card holder
•Velcro® front closure •6.25”W
GOLD

ORANGE

ROYAL

WC3ABK

•Black

$ 9.33 each

WC3AWH

•White

HC

$ 9.33 each

FOOTBALL BELTS

RED

BLACK

$ 53.93 dozen

•Stretchable nylon •Heavy elastic bottom •Available in
Gold, Orange, Red, Royal and Black

FFB3

$ 1.60 each

•1” Nylon belt •One size fits all •Available in
Black, Blue, Red, Gold, Green, White, Dark
Green, Orange and Navy •56”L

FLAG FOOTBALL SET

TRIPLE FLAG FOOTBALL SET

•Quick release belt clip •Available in Blue, Green, Red
and Yellow

TFFAX

$ 43.70 dozen

TFFA

$ 42.23 dozen

•Adult •40” - 50”

•Adult •32” – 39”

TFFAY

$ 40.76 dozen

•Youth •25” – 31”

FFB1

$ 26.03 dozen

•1” Belt with 2 Velcro® flags •Slide on tabs
•One size fits all •Available in Blue, Green,
Red and Yellow •Belt is 42”

REPLACEMENT FLAGS
FFB2

$ 16.70 dozen

•Available in Blue,
Green, Red
and Yellow

61 PINNIES • VESTS
HEAVYWEIGHT PINNIES

NUMBERED HEAVYWEIGHT PINNIES
NP2

$ 45.67 dozen

•Youth •Numbered
1-12 on front and
back •Heavyweight
nylon •One piece
elastic waistband
•Available in Gold,
Kelly, Royal and
Red

NP1

$ 36.83 dozen

•Youth •Heavyweight nylon •One piece elastic waistband •Available
in Red, Royal, Kelly, Orange, White, Black, Purple and Gold

DELUXE PINNIES

REFEREE PINNIE

•Deluxe nylon mesh •One piece elastic waistband •Available in Red, Royal,
Kelly, Orange, Purple and Gold

NPRF

MPA

•Adult

$ 78.57 dozen

MPY

•Youth

$ 69.73 dozen

$ 6.51 each

•Heavyweight nylon
•One piece elastic waistband
•Black/White

PINNIES • VESTS
PRACTICE SCRIMMAGE VESTS

•100% Polyester mesh •Reinforced neck and arm holes •Elastic
bottom •Available in Red, Black, Kelly, Purple, Gold, Navy, White,
Orange, Royal and Maroon

SVM

•Adult

SVY

•Youth

NUMBERED SCRIMMAGE VESTS

$ 58.32 dozen

$ 56.88 dozen

•100% Polyester mesh •Numbered 1-12 on front and
back •Reinforced neck and arm holes •Elastic bottom
•Available in Gold, Kelly, Royal and Red

SVMWN

•Adult

SVYWN

•Youth

REVERSIBLE SCRIMMAGE VESTS
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RSM

$ 72.24 dozen

$ 72.24 dozen

$ 6.08 each

•Adult •100% Polyester mesh •Reinforced neck and arm holes •Elastic
bottom •Available in Royal/Kelly, Royal/Gold, Royal/Red, Gold/Kelly,
Gold/Red, Kelly/Red, Black/White

DELUXE SCRIMMAGE VESTS

FV

$ 10.48 each

•Adult •Deluxe heavy-duty mesh •Velcro® front closure •XL
pattern for any size athlete •Available in Kelly, Orange, White,
Black, Gold, Royal and Red

63 PINNIES • VESTS
PRACTICE VESTS

FLUORESCENT
PRACTICE VESTS

•100% Polyester micro mesh •Available in Red, Gold, Royal, Kelly

PSA

•Adult

$ 44.64 dozen

PSY

•Youth

$ 41.76 dozen

NUMBERED PRACTICE VESTS

•100% Polyester micro mesh
•Available in Fluorescent Green and
Fluorescent Orange

PSAFG

$ 51.36 dozen

PSAOR

$ 51.36 dozen

•Adult
•Adult

PSYFG

$ 47.52 dozen

PSYOR

$ 47.52 dozen

•Youth
•Youth

•100% Polyester micro mesh •Numbered 1-12 on front and back •Available in
Red, Gold, Royal and Kelly

PSAN

•Adult

$ 59.52 dozen

PSYN
•Youth

$ 56.64 dozen

ADULT REVERSIBLE PINNIE

NP3

$ 6.06 each

•Heavyweight nylon
•One piece elastic
waistband •Available in
Royal/Red, Royal/Gold,
Kelly/Gold, Red/Gold

INFLATORS • PUMPS
INFLATION AND
DEFLATION PUMP

ULTRA QUIET
AIR COMPRESSOR

EP6000

EP7000

$ 200.67 each

ECONOMY ELECTRIC
INFLATING PUMP

EP110

$ 275.76 each

•CSA and CE approved
•120 volts AC
•1/8 HP oil-less motor
•Includes gauge, 2 hoses and needles
•50 PSI

•CSA approved
•110 volts AC
•1/8 HP oil-less motor
•Includes gauge, hose and needle
•40 PSI
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$ 143.42 each

•100 volts AC
•1/10 HP oil-less motor
•20 PSI

DELUXE EQUIPMENT INFLATING PUMP
EP1500

$ 93.90 each

•1/4 HP whisper quiet
diaphragm compressor
•125 PSI •8’L Cord with 3
prong plug
•On/off switch
•Includes gauge, hose
and needle
•UL listed
•Made in U.S.A.

TABLE MODEL PUMP

HIGH VOLUME AIR PUMP
P50

$ 28.03 each

•Double action
•Ideal for large inflatable
items like therapy balls
•Includes large hose and
valve adaptor
•Can be used as a deflator

IPTM

$ 45.46 each

•Heavy-duty all steel
construction
•Includes air hose, pressure
gauge and adjustable steel
table clamp

65 INFLATORS • PUMPS
STEEL PUMP

HAND PUMP

PERSONAL HAND PUMP

IP

P30

P10

$ 7.49 each

$ 5.12 each

•11”L •Double action •Can be
used to inflate large items like
beach balls and cage balls

•10”L
•Includes needle

IP10

$ 4.17 each

INB

$ 1.19 card

•Nickel plated
inflating needles
•Packed 3 to a
blister card

$ 2.62 each

•10”L •Includes needle
•Retail packed

•12”L •Includes hose and
needle •Display pouch

INFLATING NEEDLES

•7”L •Double action
•Reverse needle to store
inside pump

PLASTIC HAND PUMP

PLASTIC HAND PUMP

IP12

$ 9.74 each

BULK INFLATING NEEDLES
IN

$ 35.35 gross

•Bulk nickel
plated inflating
needles
•Pack of 144

PRESSURE GAUGE
AG1

$ 16.08 each

•Large, easy to
read dial
•Up to 20 PSI
•Pressure release
valve to adjust
balls to proper
pressure

MESH EQUIPMENT BAGS
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MESH EQUIPMENT BAGS

•Heavy-duty nylon mesh •Drawstring cord with lock •ID tag •Available in Royal, Gold, Navy, Kelly, Orange, Black, White, Purple and Red

MB18

$ 4.30 each

•12”W X 18”H

MB18SET

$ 24.96 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors
•No header cards

MB20

$ 6.46 each

•24”W x 36”H •White

MB21

$ 6.46 each

•24”W x 36”H

MB21SET

I.D. TAG
$ 38.70 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors •No header cards

ALL SINGLE BAGS
ARE RETAIL PACKED

MB22

$ 8.66 each

•24”W x 48”H

MB22SET

$ 51.96 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors •No header cards
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MESH EQUIPMENT BAGS

MESH DUFFLE BAG

MD45

MESH EQUIPMENT BAG

$ 15.55 each

•Oversized •Adjustable shoulder strap •Available in Black, Gold, Kelly, Orange,
Purple, Royal and Red •36”W x 15”H

NYLON BALL BAG

BC10

$ 4.38 each

•4” Square mesh
•Drawstring
•Holds up to 12 balls •White
•24”W x 36”H

SOCCER BALL BAG

CB100

MB25

$ 8.66 each

•Heavy-duty nylon mesh •Adjustable shoulder
strap •Drawstring with lock •ID tag •White
•24”W x 48”H

MULTI-SPORT DUFFLE BAG

$ 30.69 each

•Deluxe mesh bag
•Drawstring
•Shoulder strap
•25”L x 24”W x 24”H

BK4115

$ 27.42 each

•Nylon and mesh construction •Shoulder strap
•Drawstring •Holds up to 10 basketballs or 20
footballs •Royal/Gold •15”L x 15”W x 41”H

COACHING BOARDS
•Easy wipe off surface •Full field on front •Half field on back •Includes dry erase marker •10”W x 16”H

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL

BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL

CBBA

CBBK

CBFB

$ 10.80 each

•Lineup box on back

•Full batting lineup on back

SOCCER

CBSB

$ 10.80 each

$ 10.80 each

ICE HOCKEY

CBIH

$ 10.80 each

LACROSSE

VOLLEYBALL

CBLX

CBVB

$ 10.80 each

$ 10.80 each

$ 10.80 each
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SOCCER

CLASSIC

•Official game ball •Multi-layered composite
cover •Foam backed panels •2-Ply butyl
bladder •All weather and surface play
•Hand sewn •NFHS stamped

CLASSIC5
CLASSIC4

$ 21.19 each

$ 20.79 each

ELITE

•Official size and weight •Deluxe TPU
synthetic leather •Foam backed panels
•2-Ply butyl bladder •Hand sewn

ELITE5
ELITE4

$ 16.29 each

PRO STAR

•Official size and weight •Top grade TPU
synthetic leather •2-Ply butyl bladder •Custom
hand stitched •Unique air cushioning system
•All weather play

PRO STAR 5

$ 18.60 each

PRO STAR 3

$ 17.80 each

PRO STAR 4

$ 15.59 each

STRIKER •Official size and weight •Soft touch composite TPU cover •2-Ply butyl bladder •Hand sewn
STRIKER5

$ 10.60 each

STRIKER3

$ 10.19 each

STRIKER4

$ 10.39 each

$ 18.20 each

THREE STAR

•Official size and weight
•Indoor •Custom suede
cover •2-Ply butyl bladder
•Hand sewn

•Official size and weight •Deluxe TPU synthetic leather •Foam backed panels
•2-Ply butyl bladder •Machine stitched

RX

RX5

RX4

RX3

$ 12.50 each

$ 12.50 each

$ 12.50 each

3STAR5

3STAR4

CHALLENGER •Official size and weight •Cushioned TPU cover •2-Ply butyl bladder •Machine sewn
•Available in Blue/White, Green/White Red/White and Yellow/White
CH5
CH4
CH3

$ 12.80 each

$ 12.44 each

$ 12.24 each

$ 32.57 each

$ 32.08 each

SOCCER
EXTREME SERIES •Patented machine stitched technology •Soft touch
composite PU cover •Butyl bladder •Available in Silver, Yellow, Black, Orange,
Purple, Red, Blue, Green
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SUPER SOFT

•Official size and weight •Hand sewn soft
touch TPU cover •Layer of cushioning for
softness •5-Ply nylon custom butyl bladder
•Good for indoor play

SS5

$ 19.27 each

SS4

$ 19.27 each

SS3

$ 19.27 each

•Fluorescent
Green

EX5

$ 11.78 each

EX4

EX3

$ 11.58 each

•Fluorescent
Orange

$ 11.38 each

RETRO •Classic old school club ball •Made of TPU cushion cover •2-Ply butyl
bladder •Machine stitched •Great for club and practice play

RETRO5

$ 9.78 each

RETRO4

$ 9.58 each

RETRO3

$ 9.37 each

VIPER •4-Ply soft touch PU synthetic leather cover •Machine stitched •Air lock
butyl bladder •Great for camp, recreation and practice

VIPER5

•Blue

$ 10.19 each

VIPER4

•Red

$ 9.98 each

VIPER3

•Yellow

$ 9.78 each

•Fluorescent
Yellow

EXTREME TIE DYE

•Patented machine stitched technology
•Soft touch composite PU cover
•Butyl bladder

EXTD5

$ 12.19 each

EXTD3

$ 11.38 each

EXTD4

$ 11.99 each
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RUBBER COVER SOCCER BALL SETS •Rubber cover •Nylon wound •2-Ply butyl bladder •Set of 6 rainbow colors

SRB5SET

$ 59.66 set

SRB4SET

$ 58.43 set

CYCLONE SOCCER BALL SET •High quality cellular-tec dimpled

cover •100% Nylon wound •Rubber bladder •Set of 6 rainbow colors

S4SET

$ 100.25 set

RUBBER COVER

•Nylon wound
•2-Ply butyl bladder

SRB5
SRB4
SRB3

FUTSAL BALL

•Official size and weight
•Laminated •Soft touch TPU
cover •Layer of cushioning
•5-Ply nylon custom butyl
bladder

SOCCER TRAINING BALL

•2 Layer foam and rubber construction
•Ideal for dribbling and heading practice
•Cord fitting made of soft material

ST55

$ 60.56 each

•Size 5 •Blue

ST44

TRAINER

•Soccer training ball •Same size as
traditional size 4 ball but 30% lighter
•Black/Fluorescent Yellow

$ 8.72 each

$ 8.51 each

$ 8.31 each

FTS3

$ 26.27 each

$ 58.52 each

•Size 5 •Red

SL10

$ 15.51 each

SOCCER
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ULTRA LIGHT SHINGUARDS

•Shin and ankle pad •4 Removable inserts •Foam padded instep •Ankle protector •White/Blue

SSGM

$ 12.24 pair

SSGB

$ 12.24 pair

SSGYS

•Adult large

$ 12.03 pair

•Youth small

SSGYX

$ 12.03 pair

•Youth extra small

SOCK STYLE SOCCER SHINGUARDS

•Adult medium

•Youth size sock •Removable shinguard insert •High
impact EVA foam •Machine washable •Black or White

SL8

$ 13.83 pair

SL6

$ 13.42 pair

•Ages 8-10
•Ages 6-8

RHINO SOCCER SHINGUARDS
®

NS1

SL4

$ 16.98 pair

•NOCSAE approved •Hard
vented polypropylene shell
•EVA foam cushioning
•Adjustable dual straps
•2.5 oz each
•Black/White
•8”L

$ 13.01 pair

•Ages 4-6

SOCK TYPE SHINGUARDS •Lightweight •Soft Lycra

cover
•Hard plastic shell •Cushioned EVA foam backing •Molded foam in ankle •Black
®

SOFT SHINGUARDS •Reinforced plastic shell

with air vents •Elastic strap with Velcro® closure
•Soft disc ankle protection •Silver/Blue

SSAM

•Adult

$ 19.85 pair

SSAB

•Youth

$ 19.44 pair

SHA

•Adult

$ 13.01 pair

SHY

$ 12.60 pair

•Youth large

SHJ

$ 12.19 pair

•Youth small

•Soft Lycra® cover over cushioned EVA foam insert •White

PLASTIC SHINGUARDS

•Plastic form fitting shin guards •Foam backing
•Velcro® shin straps

PSMV

•8”L

PSBV

•7”L

$ 5.28 pair

$ 5.07 pair

SSM

•Adult

$ 10.93 pair

SSB

$ 10.50 pair

•Youth large

SSY

$ 10.11 pair

•Youth small
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CAPTAIN ARMBANDS •Available in Red, Yellow, Green, Blue and Black

CAP

•Adult

$ 2.70 each

CYP

•Youth

$ 2.62 each

SCA

MSCB

$ 23.65 set

•Folding magnetic clipboard
•Vinyl covered •Includes 1 notebook
(25 sheets) and 27 plastic
capped magnets •Waterproof
•8.25”W x 14”H

EACH SET IS
SHRINK WRAPPED

CWBWXSET

$ 34.58 set

PRO-SQUEEZE WATER
BOTTLE

COLLAPSIBLE WATER
BOTTLE CARRIER

COLLAPSIBLE WATER
BOTTLE CARRIER SET

$ 6.87 each

•Velcro® closure •Red/White/Blue

MAGNETIC SOCCER CLIPBOARD SET

•Carrier collapses flat for storage
•Set includes 6 WX32 water bottles

OFFICIAL ADJUSTABLE
CAPTAIN ARMBAND

CWB

$ 15.22 each

•Durable plastic carrier
•Collapses flat for storage
•Holds 6 quart sized bottles
•Blue

WX32

$ 3.07 each

•One quart capacity
•Medium density
polyethylene
•Comfort grip
•Push/pull lid
•High volume flow
•Wide mouth for ice

COATED WIRE WATER
BOTTLE CARRIER

WBC

$ 9.74 each

•Durable coated wire •Holds 6 quart
or 6 pint sized bottles •White
•Bottles not included

SOCCER 74
•Advanced swivel design •Flag made of heavy-duty material •Custom foam handles •Spins 360° •Packed in a carrying case

OFFICIAL CHECKERED FLAG WITH BORDER

OFFICIAL CHECKERED FLAG

LFPRO

LF2

ALL FLAGS ARE
PACKED IN A
CUSTOM
CARRYING CASE

$ 9.41 set

$ 9.41 set

•Checkered with Black borders

•Checkered

OFFICIAL SOLID FLAG

OFFICIAL DIAMOND FLAG

LF1

LF3

•Solid

$ 9.41 set

REFEREE WALLET

RW

$ 2.33 each

•Includes pad, 1 Yellow and 1
Red card

$ 9.41 set

•Diamond pattern

REFEREE KIT

REFSET

$ 26.31 set

•Includes 1 Blue, Yellow and
Red card, referee pad, whistle
with lanyard and pencil

REFEREE CARDS

RWCD

$ .70 set

•1 Red and 1 Yellow card

REFEREE PAD

RWPAD

$ .74 each

•12 Sheets to a pad
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3 IN 1 SOCCER TRAINING GOAL

DELUXE FOLD UP GOAL

REBOUNDER

GOAL

TARGET

SG3IN1

$ 113.55 set

•Goal, rebounder and target in one •1.25” Powder-coated steel
•Push button assembly •PE net with self-stick hanging loops
•Includes bungee cord, rebounder and target •Adjustable clamps
for multiple rebound angles •6’W x 4’H x 3’D

SN743

$ 178.41 each

SG86

$ 107.60 each

•1.25” Powder-coated steel tube frame •Steel sleeves
slide back to collapse goal •60-ply 2” mesh net •Includes
anchor stakes and zippered storage bag
•72”W x 48”H x 36”D

EASY FOLD SOCCER GOALS

SG63

$ 106.49 each

•1 ½” Welded steel frame •Easy fold hinges •Locking pin system
•Includes heavy-duty PE net with Velcro® corner loops
•Folds flat for storage •6’W x 3’H

•Same features as the SG63 •8’W x 6’H

FOLD UP GOALS

SN280

$ 118.26 each

•Powder-coated steel tube frame •1 ¼” 40-Ply mesh net •Includes
anchor stakes •Folds for storage and transport •72”W x 48”H x 30”D
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POP-UP GOALS

•Quick to set up and store •Includes carrying bag

SG42

$ 81.02 pair

•48”W x 24”H x 24”D

SG64

$ 162.86 pair

•72”W x 48”H x 48”D

EXTREME SOCCER PORTABLE
POP-UP GOALS •Poly/steel frame construction •Gusseted nylon corners

•8mm Polyester mesh net •Elastic anchor tethers and Velcro® fasteners •3 Nylon anchor pegs per goal •Includes carrying bag

SG7240

$ 107.62 pair

SG4830

$ 77.46 pair

SG3018

$ 48.69 pair

•72”W x 42”H x 42”D
•48”W x 32”H x 32”D
•30”W x 18”H x 18”D

RECTANGULAR POP-UP GOAL

RG4837

$ 109.97 pair

•Lightweight frame twists and folds to open and close
•Includes ground stakes and storage bag
•48”W x 37”H x 37”D

ALL GOALS ARE RETAIL PACKED.
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JUNIOR SIZE NET
200

$ 60.36 pair

•2.5 mm Twisted
5” square
polyethylene
netting
•Orange
•12’W x 7’H x 4’D x 4’B

OFFICIAL SIZE NET
203

$ 154.88 pair

•3.0 mm Twisted
5” square
polyethylene
netting •Available
in Orange, Blue,
Yellow, Red
and White
•24’W x 8’H x 4’D x 10’B

OFFICIAL SIZE NET
206

$ 408.38 pair

•6.0 mm Braided
polyethylene
netting
•Orange only
•24’W x 8’H x 4’D x 10’B

SOCCER TENNIS NET

OFFICIAL SIZE NET
201

$ 98.00 pair

OFFICIAL SIZE NET
202

OFFICIAL SIZE NET
204

$ 197.23 pair

OFFICIAL SIZE NET
205

HN20

$ 194.78 pair

$ 263.32 pair

•4.0 mm Braided
5” square
polyethylene
netting •Available
in Orange, Blue,
Yellow, Red
and White
•24’W x 8’H x 4’D x 10’B

•3.5 mm Twisted
5” square
polyethylene
netting
•Available in
Orange and White
•24’W x 8’H x 4’D x 10’B

FIELD HOCKEY NET

$ 119.08 pair

•2.5 mm Twisted
5” square
polyethylene netting
•Available in
Orange, Blue,
Yellow, Red and
White
•24’W x 8’H x 4’D x 10’B

•2.0 mm Twisted
5” square
polyethylene
netting •Orange
•24’W x 8’H x 4’D x 10’B

NET FASTENERS

SNT

$ 24.06 dozen

•Velcro® net
fasteners
•Attaches net to
any goal post
up to 4”

•2.5 mm Braided
1.5” square
polyethylene
netting
•Official size
•Black
•12’W x 7’H x 4’D

NSTSET

$ 46.16 set

•Includes 2 metal poles,
guide ropes and anchors
•10’W x 2’4”H
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SPRING LOADED
STEEL BASE

SLIM LINE

SCF5

$ 49.10 set

SCF30

•Slim 0.5”D fiberglass poles
•Steel peg for easy ground
insertion •Set of 4 •60”H

STEEL PEG

$ 92.15 set

•Official red flag •Plastic upright
•Solid steel peg for easy ground
insertion •Set of 4 •60”H x 1”OD

SCF20

$ 83.64 set

•Official red flag •Plastic
upright •Solid steel peg for
easy ground insertion
•Set of 4 •60”H x 1”OD

ONE-PIECE
ECONOMY MODEL

FOLD A FLAG®
SYSTEM

PLASTIC
POLES

TWO-PIECE
ECONOMY MODEL

SCF15

SCF50

SCF1

SCF10

$ 55.24 set

•Plastic upright •Screw in
metal ground spike •Set of 4
•60”H x ¾”OD

$ 71.08 set

•Inner pole shock cord breaks
down posts in seconds •Plastic
uprights •Set of 4 •Folds into
carry pouch •60”H x 1”OD

$ 65.10 set

•Plastic uprights •Spring
loaded metal ground supports
•Set of 4 •60”H x ¾”OD

$ 50.99 set

•Plastic uprights •Screw in
metal ground spike •Set of 4
•60”H x ¾”OD
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WORLD CUP

SCFPRO

$ 92.07 set

•Durable 2”D poles •Heavy-duty spring base
•Plastic ground sleeve •Set includes 12 flags
with 4 each in Red, Yellow and Blue •72”H

SPRING LOADED

PREMIUM

USC4

SCF60

$ 78.18 set

•Indoor/outdoor
•Hollow base can be filled with sand
•Set of 4 •60”H x ½”OD

UNIVERSAL

COACHING STICKS

SCF40

CK60

$ 62.65 set

•Indoor/outdoor
•Hollow base can be filled with sand
•Set of 4 •60”H x 1”OD

$ 80.00 set

•Yellow plastic uprights •Indoor/outdoor
•Hollow base can be filled with sand
•Set of 6 •60”H x 1”OD

$ 116.62 set

•Indoor/outdoor •9”D Base is
high density UV resistant
rubber •Set of 4 •60”H x 1”OD

ECONOMY

SCM4

$ 45.95 set

•Agility flag/corner marker
•Plastic pole
•1” Ground stake
•Set of 4 •60”H x 1⁄4”OD
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ADJUSTABLE AGILITY
POLE SET

AJAPSET

$ 55.24 set

•Set of 4 poles •Spring loaded spikes
•Includes carrying bag •Adjustable
from 43” to 72”H

OUTDOOR AGILITY POLE SET

APSET

$ 51.15 set

•Set of 4 poles •Spring loaded spikes
•Includes carrying bag •66”H

AGILITY HURDLE SET

PLYOHRSET

$ 137.90 set

•Indoor/outdoor •Set of 4 hurdles includes 8 poles, 4 crossbars, 8 clips and
8 fillable dome bases •Adjustable height •Uprights are 60”H •Crossbars are 60”W

COACHING STICKS

•Plastic uprights •Round steel base •Steel ground pegs •Set of 6 •60”H x 1”OD

CS6RD

•Red

$ 54.91 set

CS6YL
•Yellow

$ 54.91 set

CS6BL
•Blue

$ 54.91 set
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SPEED HURDLES •For speed and jumping drills •Lightweight plastic

PH6

•6”H

$ 9.08 each

PH12

•12”H

$ 10.52 each

6” SPEED HURDLE SET

PH66SET

PH18

•18”H

$ 13.54 each

PH24

•24”H

$ 14.81 each

12” SPEED HURDLE SET

$ 66.66 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

PH126SET

$ 72.26 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

SPEED HURDLE RISER

PHEX

$ 6.18 each

•Attaches to speed hurdle
•Increases height by 6”

ADJUSTABLE HURDLE KIT

AHKIT

$ 90.02 set

•Includes 6 adjustable hurdles •Each hurdle
adjusts from 9” to 12”H •Folds for easy storage
•Includes carrying bag

SPEED HURDLE SET

SPHSET

$ 71.08 set

•Includes 1 each of 8”, 10”, 12” and 14”
plastic hurdles •Includes nylon carrying
bag
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ULTRA HURDLES •Lightweight •High impact ABS plastic •Three point stability base •Hurdles stack for easy storage
UH12SET

•Set of 6
•Fixed Height
•20”W x 12”H

UH6SET

$ 119.32 set

$ 110.48 set

•Set of 6 •Fixed Height •20”W x 6”H

UH1218SET

$ 174.36 set

•Set of 3
•Adjustable from 12” to 18”H
•30”W

UH2136SET

$ 201.08 set

•Set of 3
•Adjustable from 21” to 36”H
•36”W

UH2742SET

$ 235.99 set

•Set of 3
•Adjustable from 27” to 42”H
•42”W

WEIGHTED TRAINING HURDLES

•Heavy-duty plastic •Tip resistant •Includes nylon carrying bag •Set of 6 •Yellow

WPH6SET

$ 86.38 set

WPH9SET

$ 92.77 set

•6”H
•9”H

WPH12SET

•12”H

$ 99.60 set
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ADJUSTABLE DOUBLE AGILITY LADDER

DAGL

$ 194.70 each

ALMZ

$ 335.79 each

•Adjustable flat rungs
•Locking end caps for
connecting multiple ladders
•Rolls up for storage
•Includes carrying case
•30’L x 40”W

AGILITY LADDER TRAINING MAZE

•Contains eight 4m lanes
•Ladders feature Velcro®
side tabs for connecting
configurations •Indoor/
outdoor •4 ground anchor
stakes •Includes nylon
carrying bag

ECONOMY AGILITY LADDER

AGLXX

$ 41.70 each

•12 Adjustable plastic
slats •Includes storage
handle and nylon
carrying bag
•20’L x 20”W

DELUXE SPEED AGILITY LADDER

RUBBER AGILITY LADDER

AGLRB

$ 53.20 each

•Non-slip soft rubber
rungs •Ideal for indoor
training •4 Meter length

AGL

$ 79.75 each

•20 Adjustable hard plastic
rungs •1”W black nylon web
with snap ends •Two 5 yard
sections •Includes storage
handle and nylon carrying
bag •30’L x 20”W

AGILITY • SPEED • TRAINING
HOOP AGILITY LADDER

SPEED HURDLE RISER

ACR
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$ 7.16 each

•Provides unlimited
options for jumping,
running and foot
speed patterns
•Soft flat plastic
•Folds and stores in
carrying bag.

SECTIONED AGILITY LADDER SET

•Set of 4 ladder sections •One each in Red, Yellow,
Green and Blue •Connect to form a multi-colored ladder

HAL12

$ 26.60 each

•Multi-colored 12 hoop ladder •Combine sets for more complex
configurations •Easy to fold •Stores in mesh carrying bag
•18’L

INDOOR AGILITY LADDER

AGLIND

$ 68.50 each

•2 Iron rods with nylon covers •11 Rungs •Shift and
slide resistant •Will not mar floors •Includes nylon
carrying bag •15’L x 18”W

AGLCLR

$ 51.27 set

•Four 2 meter sections
•6.5’L x 16”W

AGLCLR4

$ 83.48 set

•Four 4 meter sections
•6.5’L x 16”W
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SPEED CHUTE

DELUXE MODEL SPEED
CHUTE XL SIZE

•Adjustable waistband with storage pockets •Fits 20” to 42” waist
•Quick release strap •Rip-stop nylon

SPCHT

$ 76.73 each

•Over 210 LBS •50 LBS
•68” x 68” Chute

TRAINING SLED

SPCHTS

$ 54.91 each

•Under 170 LBS •15 LBS
•40” x 40” Chute

SPCHTM

$ 57.04 each

•170 - 210 LBS •20 LBS
•48” x 48” Chute

SPCHTL

$ 58.72 each

•Over 210 LBS •30 LBS
•56” x 56” Chute

PLYO BOXES

•1” Welded tubular steel •Landing surface is ¾” plywood with 1⁄8” non-skid rubber pad
•Legs are constructed at 6° angle to prevent tipping

PXB6

$ 97.02 each

PXB18

$ 145.55 each

WTS

$ 211.92 each

•1” Rust resistant galvanized steel
construction •10” x 16” Padded steel
plate weighs 20 lbs •Add extra weight
to increase resistance •Adjustable waist
and shoulder harness has quick release
attachment •Up to 150 lbs added
weight capacity

PXB30

$ 181.07 each

•Top 12” x 12” •Base 13” x 13” •6”H

•Top 14” x 14” •Base 18” x 18” •18”H

•Top 17” x 17” •Base 24” x 24” •30”H

•Top 13” x 13” •Base 15” x 15” •12”H

•Top 15” x 15” •Base 21” x 21” •24”H

•Set of 5 plyoboxes •One of each size

PXB12

$ 126.40 each

PXB24

$ 164.25 each

PXBSET

$ 714.30 set

AGILITY • SPEED • TRAINING
LATERAL RESISTOR

REACTION BALLS •Solid rubber

LRT36

RXB7

$ 19.85 each

•Adjustable padded ankle straps

$ 3.31 each

•Baseball size

RXB10
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$ 9.13 each

•Softball size

SPEED HARNESSES

•One size fits all •Uses a partner to control resistance levels •6’L Black nylon strap with 2 hooks •Tubular steel handle with foam rubber grip

SPHPRO

$ 38.14 each

•Shoulder and waist harness
•Shoulder harness has foam padding
with 2 large D rings

SPH

$ 23.73 each

•Waist harness only

REACTION BELT SET

MULTI-LEVEL REACTION
BELT SET

ALL-PURPOSE RESISTANCE
BELT SET

RT628

RT610

$ 25.98 set

•Set includes 2 piece belt and 3 nylon straps
with buckle and Velcro® fastener •Red strap is
9’6”L •Black strap is 6’8”L •Blue strap is 5’7”L
•Includes nylon carrying bag

$ 56.80 set

•Set includes 1 belt •8.5’L high elastic tubing
with nylon covering and 2 locking snap links
•Red handle strap with 2 D rings and 1 locking
snap link

RT625

$ 12.19 set

•2 Piece adjustable belt •Velcro®
fastener and snap locks
•5’L Nylon strap •Includes 4 Red
rip-off flags •Nylon carrying bag
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SPEED AGILITY KIT

PASSING ARC SET

PA12

$ 83.89 set

•Plastic tubing •Metal ground stakes •Set of 12
with storage bag

SAGKIT

HURDLE CONE SET
$ 179.03 set

•Includes two 5 meter agility ladders •2 Each: 6”, 9” and 12” hurdles
•Speed chute •Speed resistor •Speed harness •Reaction ball •Evasion belt
•10 SCX saucer cones •Carrying bag

SPEED RING SET

MHCSET

$ 135.32 set

•Use for agility, speed and plyometric drills
•Adjustable from 4” to 18” •Set includes 8 cones,
4 crossbars and 8 height adjusters

AGILITY CONE SET

•Set of 6 hard
plastic cones
•9”H

AC9ORSET

$ 18.41 set

AC9YLSET

$ 18.41 set

•Orange

SRG12

$ 21.89 set

•16”D Plastic rings •Set of 12 includes 4 Red, 4 Yellow and 4 Blue
•Includes storage bag

•Yellow

CONES 88
CONE STORAGE CARTS

CC224

CSCART

$ 266.84 each

•Holds up to 25 of our C28 cones
•1” Heavy gauge powder-coated
steel tubing
•10” Wheels •24”L x 23”W x 47”H

$ 177.88 each

•Combination cone or scooter cart •Holds up
to 30 scooters, 80 C12 cones, or 50 C18
cones •1” Galvanized steel tubing •8” Wheels
•30”L x 18”W x 47”H

SAUCER CONE CARRIER

SAUCER FIELD CONES

SCR

$ 4.17 each

CC214

$ 248.10 each

•Holds up to 130 of our TC12
cones •1” Heavy gauge powdercoated steel tubing •8” Wheels
•26”L x 15”W x 47”H

DOME CONE SETS

•Holds up to 100
cones
•Cones not included

SCX

LARGE SAUCER
CONES
$ .74 each

•9” Diameter •Available in Red, Orange, Yellow,
Green, Blue and Purple

SAUCER FIELD CONE SETS
SCXSET

$ 34.78 set

•9” Diameter
•Set of 48 SCX cones
•8 cones per color
•Includes carrier

LDC

DCSET

$ 2.50 each

•12” Diameter •Available
in Orange and Yellow

SC4SET

$ 4.05 set

•9” Diameter
•Set of 4 SCX cones •Orange

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.

$ 50.13 set

•Rigid dome cones •Each set contains
36 cones •6 Cones each in Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue and
Purple •Includes storage pole

DCSOFT

$ 50.99 set

•Soft dome cones •Each set contains
36 cones •6 Cones each in Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue and
Purple •Includes storage pole
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HIGH VISIBILITY FLEXIBLE VINYL CONE SETS •Single piece construction •Heavyweight base
•Hole on top of cone

C4OR

C9OR

$ 2.09 each

•4”H •Orange

C6OR

$ 3.36 each

•9”H •Orange

$ 8.56 each

•12”H •Red

C12YL

$ 8.56 each

C18RD

$ 14.04 each

$ 14.04 each

•18”H •Red

C12OR

•12”H •Yellow

C12GN

$ 8.56 each

C18YL

$ 14.04 each

•18”H •Yellow

HIGH VISIBILITY PLASTIC CONES

$ 7.32 each

$ 11.91 each

•18”H •Orange

•12”H •Orange

•6”H •Orange

C12RD

C18OR

$ 4.50 each

C28OR

$ 23.49 each

C12PR

$ 8.56 each

$ 14.04 each

•28”H •Orange

•12”H •Green

C12BL

$ 8.56 each

•12”H •Blue

•12”H •Purple

C18GN

C18BL

$ 14.04 each

C18PR

•18”H •Green

•18”H •Blue

TC9

$ 1.43 each

•18”H •Purple

TC15

$ 4.62 each

TC18

$ 6.22 each

•9”H •Orange

•15”H •Orange

•12”H •Orange

•18”H •Orange

TC12

$ 2.91 each

CONES
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HIGH VISIBILITY FLEXIBLE VINYL CONE SETS

•Single piece construction •Heavyweight base •Set of 6 rainbow colors •Hole on top of cone

C4SET

•4”H Cones

$ 14.57 set

C6SET

$ 23.49 set

TC9SET

$ 10.97 set

•6”H Cones

C9SET

•9”H Cones

$ 30.85 set

HIGH VISIBILITY PLASTIC CONE SET

•Set of 6 rainbow colors
•No hole on cone

91 TRACK•FIELD
CLOSED REEL
MEASURING TAPES

OPEN REEL MEASURING TAPES

R100

$ 12.40 each

•100’ •30 Meter

R300

R165

$ 16.30 each

•165’ •50 Meter

$ 27.24 each

•300’ •90 Meter

R330

R200

$ 19.78 each

•200’ •60 Meter

$ 29.83 each

•330’ •100 Meter

R400

R250

$ 24.79 each

•250’ •75 Meter

F50

•50’ •15 Meter

F165

$ 33.68 each

$ 7.56 each

$ 15.37 each

•165’ •50 Meter

•400’ •120 Meter

F100

$ 11.29 each

F200

$ 19.44 each

•100’ •30 Meter

•200’ •60 Meter

F250

$ 22.93 each

•250’ •75 Meter

MEGAPHONES

MP18W

$ 142.40 each

•800 Yard range •20 Watts •Records up
to a 60 second repeating message
•Takes 8 C batteries (not included)

MP8W

$ 84.09 each

•800 Yard range •8 to 12 Watts
•Adjustable volume control •Siren •Wrist
strap •Takes 8 AA batteries (not included)

MP16W

$ 99.48 each

•1000 Yard range •16 to 30 Watts
•Handheld microphone •Adjustable
volume control •Siren •Shoulder strap
•Takes 8 C batteries (not included)

MP6W

$ 84.09 each

•600 Yard range •6 to 10 Watts
•Adjustable volume control •Siren •Wrist
strap •Takes 8 AA batteries (not included)

MP12W

$ 94.40 each

•1000 Yard range •12 to 25 Watts
•Adjustable volume control •Siren •Wrist
strap •Takes 8 C batteries (not included)

MP4W

$ 38.55 each

•400 Yard range •4 to 8 Watts •Adjustable
volume control •Siren •Wrist strap •Takes
6 AA batteries (not included)

TRACK•FIELD 92
OLYMPIC STYLE

TSBPRO

$ 144.28 each

•All aluminum starting block
•Pads adjust to 4 different
angles •Slotted chrome rail
for easy adjustment •Locking
pedals with rubber traction
•Includes 6 track spikes

ALL WEATHER

PRO STYLE

COMPETITION

TSB1

TSB2

TSB4

$ 91.50 each

•All steel construction •For
cinder and all weather tracks
•Spring loaded plunger for
adjustment •Locking pedals
with rubber traction •Includes
6 track spikes

ALUMINUM RELAY BATONS

RB

$ 126.40 each

•All aluminum construction
•Threaded channels for
pedal adjustment to any
angle •Locking rubber pedal
•Includes 6 track spikes
and hardware

WIDE PEDAL

•Powder-coated steel construction
•For cinder and all weather tracks
•Spring loaded plunger for adjustment
•Locking pedals •Includes 6 track
spikes and spike wrench

ADJUSTABLE TRAINING HURDLE

$ 4.14 each

•Pack of 6 per color •Available in Black,
Blue, Gold, Green, Red and Silver

PLASTIC RELAY BATONS

TSB5

$ 118.26 each

•Steel construction •5” Fixed
wide pedals •Rubber pad
•Adjustable heel height
•Includes 6 track spikes

PH

$ 1.23 each

•Pack of 6 per color •Available in Black,
Blue, Yellow, Green, Red and Silver

$ 33.96 each

•Adjusts to 11 different sizes from 6” to 42”
•High impact plastic cross board •Collapses when hit
•1” Powder-coated steel legs

FOAM RELAY BATON SET
RBPL

$ 94.93 each

RBFSET

$ 23.20 set

•Rhino Skin® foam batons •Textured for
smooth handoff •Set of 6 rainbow colors
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WOOD PRACTICE DISCUS

LO SPIN COMPETITION
PLASTIC DISCUS

•70% Rim weight •Steel rim • ABS plastic shell

WD10

•1 Kilo

$ 23.69 each

WD16

•1.6 Kilo

WD20

$ 24.55 each

RUBBER PRACTICE DISCUS

•2 Kilo

$ 26.80 each

1.0KR

$ 9.94 each

1.6KR

$ 14.61 each

•1 Kilo

•1.6 Kilo

LS10

•1.0 Kilo

$ 34.78 each

LS16

•1.62 Kilo

$ 47.06 each

COMPETITION WOOD
DISCUS

•70% Rim weight •Laminated wood shell

IRON SHOT PUTS

•Weight accurate for practice •Weight etched on shot

IS6

$ 20.91 each

IS8

$ 27.87 each

IS4K

$ 30.65 each

IS12

$ 41.78 each

IS16

$ 55.69 each

•6 lb
•8 lb

•4 Kilo
•12 lb
•16 lb

1.0KW

•1.0 Kilo

$ 34.78 each

1.6KW

•1.6 Kilo

$ 51.15 each

SHOT / DISCUS CARRIERS

SD10

$ 10.39 each

•Shoulder strap
•Black

SD20

•Handle
•Blue

$ 8.10 each

TRACK•FIELD 94
STOP WATCHES

BIG DIGITAL DISPLAY
STOP WATCH

920

910

$ 6.96 each

• ⁄100 Second precision with lap counter (first 30 min) •12/24 Hour format •Calendar
and time •Daily alarm •Hourly chime •Big digit display •Water and shock resistant
•Available in Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Black and White
1

910SET

$ 41.74 set

$ 17.19 each

• ⁄100 Second precision lap counter
•12/24 Hour format
•Calendar and time
•Daily alarm
•Hourly chime
•3.0v Lithium battery
•Water and shock resistant
•Available in Black or Yellow
1

JUMBO DISPLAY WATCH

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

SPORT AND REFEREE WATCH
MS1000

$ 18.41 each

•Rugged sports watchband
•10 Memory
•Bright EL nightlight display
•24 Hour stopwatch
•Every workout is stored as a separate
recallable run
•12/24 Hour format with alarm
•Split release feature unlocks after 5
seconds to display current running
lap time
•Programmable countdown/count
up time
•Recalls 10 cum & lap split to 1/100
of a second
•Dual timer
•Hourly chime •Water (up to 300’) and
shock resistant

990

$ 31.92 each

•Big digit display •Swivel face •1⁄100 Second precision •12/24
Hour format •Calendar and time •Daily alarm •Hourly chime
•LED night light •Wrist strap •Clipboard clip
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VOLLEYBALL

VB PRO COMP SERIES

•Official size and weight •Uni-bladder construction •Cotton wrapped •Cordley® composite soft touch cover
•Meets NFHS, NCAA, IVBF, USAV & FIVB specifications

VB2

•White

$ 22.92 each

SOFT TOUCH

VB2BK

$ 22.92 each

•Black & White

VB6

VB2RD

$ 22.92 each

•Red & White

$ 17.84 each

•Official size and weight
•Soft touch synthetic
leather cover
•Foam backing
•2-Ply butyl bladder
•Rec and training ball

VB2BL

$ 22.92 each

•Blue & White

BEACH PLAY

VB2GN

$ 22.92 each

•Green & White

VB6N

$ 17.84 each

•Official size and weight
•Multi-colored synthetic
leather cover
•2-Ply butyl bladder
•Beach/Outdoor

DELUXE VOLLEYBALL SET
SYNTHETIC LEATHER

VB5

$ 19.32 each

•Official size and weight
•Deluxe synthetic leather
cover •Nylon wound
•2-Ply butyl bladder

VBSET

$ 75.01 set

•1 VB6 volleyball •Heavy-duty plastic poles •32’ Volleyball net •2 Pole
anchors •4 Ground stakes •Includes inflating pump and carrying case

VOLLEYBALL 96
RUBBER

VR4

RUBBER VOLLEYBALL SET

$ 9.58 each

•Official size and weight •Rubber
cover •Nylon wound butyl bladder

PERFORMANCE SERIES
PRO RUBBER

VR4SET

$ 64.82 each

•Official size and weight •Rubber cover •Nylon wound butyl bladder •Set of 6 rainbow colors

CYCLONE SET
VR6

$ 12.69 each

•Super soft touch pro composite
rubber •100% Nylon wound carcass
•Simulated hand stitching
•Butyl bladder

PERFORMANCE SERIES
PRO RUBBER MULTI

VR6BY

$ 14.04 each

•Same as VR6 with Blue, White
and Yellow design

VR3SET

$ 84.62 each

•High quality cellular-tec dimpled cover •100% Nylon wound •Rubber bladder
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

97 VOLLEYBALL
SMASHER SERIES

•Training/PE skills development •Padded no-sting
2.0 mm TPE sponge •Ultra light •Machine stitched

VB9BW

$ 23.49 each

VB9GW

$ 23.49 each

VB9OW

$ 23.49 each

VB9RW

$ 23.49 each

•Blue/White

VOLLEYBALL TRAINER SET

VL20SET

•Green/White

•Orange/White
•Red/White

$ 92.32 each

•Traditional size but 20%
lighter than traditional volleyball
•18 Panel training balls
•Soft hand sewn vinyl
covered nylon
•Tough rubber bladder
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN®
SOFT X FABRIC

VL25

$ 12.93 each

•No-sting play •Rhino Skin® knit
fabric cover over a layer of foam
•Blue/Red

TRAINERS

•18 Panel training ball •Soft hand sewn vinyl covered nylon •Tough rubber bladder

VL10

$ 15.51 each

•20% Smaller and 20% lighter
than traditional volleyball

VL20

$ 16.45 each

•Traditional size but 20% lighter
than traditional volleyball

VL30

$ 17.39 each

•20% Bigger and 20% lighter
than traditional volleyball

VOLLEYBALL
VOLLEYBALL NETS
VN700

VN600

$ 125.22 each

$ 114.99 each

VN100
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$ 71.20 each

•Official Olympic
power net
•3 mm Knotless
nylon netting
•2.5” White headband
top & bottom
•Vinyl coated 38’ steel
cable top & bottom
•Side pockets with
dowels
•32’W x 3 1/8’H
(1 Meter)

•Tournament
power net
•3 mm Braided
polyethylene netting
•2.5” White headband
top & bottom
•Vinyl coated 38’ steel
cable top & bottom
•Side pockets with
dowels
•32’W x 3’H

•2.6 mm Braided
polyethylene netting
•2.5” White headband
•Vinyl coated 38’ steel
cable top
•Nylon roped bottom
•32’W x 3’H

VN1

$ 39.69 each

•2.2 mm
Polyethylene netting
•4” Vinyl square mesh
•2” White headband
•38’ Steel cable top
•32’W x 3’H

VN20

•2.6 mm
Braided polyethylene
netting
•2.5” White headband
•6 mm 38’ Polyrope
cable
•Taped sides and
bottom
•32’W x 3’H

VN2

VN3

$ 27.21 each

VN4

•2.0 mm
Polyethylene netting
•4” Vinyl square mesh
•2” White headband
•Nylon rope cable
•30’W x 3’H

OFFICIAL ANTENNA SET

VBANT

$ 51.76 each

$ 26.19 each

•1.8 mm
Polyethylene netting
•4” Vinyl square mesh
•2” White headband
•Nylon rope cable
•27’W x 3’H

$ 45.63 set

•Red striped fiberglass pole
•Antenna pocket laces to net

$ 32.33 each

•2.2 mm
Polyethylene netting
•4” Vinyl square mesh
•2” White headband
•38’ Nylon rope cable
•32’W x 3’H

VN2B
VN2BGN
VN2BOR
VN2BPK
VN2BYL

$ 30.49 each

$ 32.12 each
$ 32.12 each
$ 32.12 each
$ 32.12 each

•2.0 mm
Polyethylene netting
•4” Vinyl square mesh
•2” Headband
•38’ Nylon rope cable
•Available in Neon
Pink, Neon Yellow,
Neon Orange, Neon
Green and White
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MULTI-SPORT BUBBLE KNEE PADS •Easy slip
on style •Layered EVA foam •Multi-weave back for ventilation and
flexibility •Adult M/L •Available in Black or White

KP20BK

$ 21.89 pair

KP20WH

$ 21.89 pair

VOLLEYBALL BUBBLE KNEE PADS

•Bubble knee pad •Adult M/L •Available in Black or White

VNGBBK

$ 19.15 pair

VNGBWH

$ 19.15 pair

SLIM FIT VOLLEYBALL KNEE PADS •Low profile •Shorter 6” sleeve length •No-bulk design for free range of motion

•Maximum padding in high impact zone •Adult Small, Medium and Large •Available in Black or White

VK1BK

$ 27.42 pair

VK2BK

$ 27.83 pair

VK3BK

$ 28.23 pair

•Small

•Medium
•Large

VK1WH

$ 27.42 pair

VK2WH

$ 27.83 pair

VK3WH

$ 28.23 pair

•Small

•Medium
•Large

RHINO® KNEE PADS •1/2” Foam knee pad •Open back for flexibility •Heavy-duty encased straps •Adult Small, Medium and

Large •Available in Red, White, Black and Blue

NSC1RD

•Small

$ 26.80 pair

NSC2RD

$ 27.21 pair

NSC3RD

$ 27.62 pair

•Medium
•Large

NSC1WH

$ 26.80 pair

NSC2WH

$ 27.21 pair

NSC3WH

$ 27.62 pair

•Small

•Medium
•Large

NSC1BK

$ 26.80 pair

NSC2BK

$ 27.21 pair

NSC3BK

$ 27.62 pair

•Small

•Medium
•Large

ALL KNEE PADS ARE RETAIL PACKED.

NSC1BL

•Small

NSC2BL

•Medium

NSC3BL

•Large

$ 26.80 pair
$ 27.21 pair
$ 27.62 pair

VOLLEYBALL 100
VOLLEYBALL CART

FOLDING BALL CART

VC240

$ 132.99 each

•Holds 24 balls •Lightweight 1 ½” welded aluminum frame
•Nylon bag •Heavy-duty casters •Folds for storage
•Black •44”L x 29.75”W x 38”H

COLLAPSIBLE CART

VBCART

$ 144.04 each

•Holds up to 30 volleyballs •Aluminum frame
•Nylon bag •Non-marring swivel casters •Folds for storage
•Black •24.5”L x 24.5”W x 36”H

VCPRO

$ 92.07 each

•Holds 24 balls •Aluminum frame •Hammock style reinforced nylon bag
•Folds for storage •Black •49”L x 25”W
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TENNIS

FOUR SEASON TOURNAMENT

T500

T200

$ 251.66 each

•3.8mm Knotless polyethylene
netting with polyester coating
•2.5” Double reinforced
polyester headband
•Side pockets with dowels
•Vinyl coated steel cable
•42’L

TOURNAMENT

TOURNAMENT

$ 261.07 each

•3.6mm Double braided
polyethylene netting
•2.5” Double
reinforced headband
•8 Rows of heavy nylon stitching
•6mm Vinyl coated steel cable
•Taped nylon bottom with side
pockets and dowels
•42’L

T1

$ 178.41 each

TOURNAMENT

•2.8mm
Braided polyethylene netting
•2.5” Double
reinforced headband
•6 Rows of heavy
nylon stitching
•6mm Vinyl coated steel cable
•Taped nylon bottom with side
pockets and dowels
•42’L

TCS

$ 9.74 each

•Tennis center strap •3” Nylon webbing •Adjustable heavy-duty snap and hook

TOURNAMENT

T100

$ 224.04 each

•3mm Double braided
polyethylene netting
•2.5” Double
reinforced headband
•6 Rows of heavy nylon stitching
•6mm Vinyl coated steel cable
•Taped nylon bottom with side
pockets and dowels
•42’L

T2

$ 151.81 each

•2.8mm
Braided polyethylene netting
•2.5” Double
reinforced headband
•6 Rows of heavy
nylon stitching
•6mm Vinyl coated steel cable
•Nylon taped and bound side
and bottom
•42’L

TENNIS 102
MIDSIZE
WIDE BODY
TITANIUM
OVERSIZE HEAD OVERSIZE HEAD HEAD

INTERMEDIATE TENNIS BALL
STANDARD HEAD BASKET

ATR75

ATR20

$ 37.97 each

•Wide body frame
•Cushioned leather
grip •High quality
nylon strings •27”L

ATR40

$ 32.16 each

•Aluminum wide
body frame •Leather
grip •Nylon strings
•27”L

ATR30

$ 31.43 each

•Aluminum wide
body frame •Leather
grip •Nylon strings
•27”L

•Intermediate racket
•Aluminum frame
•Leather grip •Nylon
strings •25”L

MIDSIZE HEAD

MIDSIZE HEAD

STANDARD HEAD

ATR32

ATR34

ATR10

$ 23.49 each

•Aluminum wide
body frame •Leather
grip •Nylon strings
•24”L

$ 23.04 each

•Aluminum wide
body frame •Leather
grip •Nylon strings
•21”L

TENNIS BALLS

TB3

$ 21.24 each

THOP

$ 27.01 each

•Heavy-duty wire
construction •Flip over
handles for dispensing
balls •Holds up to 70
balls •32”H

ALL-TERRAIN ABS RACKET CART

$ 22.18 each

•Aluminum frame
•Leather grip •Nylon
strings •27”L

$ 4.05 pack

•Practice tennis balls
•Non pressurized •Pack of 3

ATRCT

$ 359.28 each

•Heavy-duty ABS plastic construction •All terrain
rear wheels with front casters •Includes 2 folding
baskets •32.5”L x 19”W x 35”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.

103 BADMINTON
ALUMINUM FRAME

BR55

$ 17.43 each

MOLDED RACKET

BR60

$ 14.73 each

WIDE BODY ALUMINUM DOUBLE STEEL
SHAFT

BR75

$ 18.66 each

•Tempered steel shaft
•Dimpled leather grip
•Nylon strings

•Flexible Dupont Zytel®
molded plastic racket

HEAVY-DUTY STEEL

ALUMINUM DOUBLE SHAFT

BR40

$ 13.38 each

•Tempered steel shaft and frame
•Dimpled leather grip
•Nylon coated steel strings

BR50

$ 17.72 each

•One-piece construction
•Double shaft frame
•Dimpled leather grip
•Nylon strings

•Tempered steel shaft
•Dimpled leather grip
•Braided nylon strings

BR50A

$ 21.65 each

•One-piece construction
•Double shaft frame
•Nylon coated steel strings
•Dimpled leather grip
•Excellent institutional racket

ALL STEEL SHAFT & FRAME

BR10

BR20

•Tempered steel shaft and
molded ABS frame •Dimpled
leather grip •Nylon strings

$ 9.82 each

•Dimpled leather grip
•Heavy-duty nylon strings

BR15

$ 12.28 each

INTERMEDIATE

MOLDED ABS FRAME

$ 8.43 each

BR30

•Tempered double steel
shaft and frame •Dimpled
leather grip •Heavy-duty
nylon strings

$ 4.62 each

•Dimpled leather grip
•Nylon strings

BR24

$ 7.73 each

•Tempered steel shaft and frame
•Dimpled leather grip •Heavy-duty
nylon strings •2” Shorter than
conventional rackets •24”L

MINI

BR5

$ 7.45 each

•Tempered steel shaft and
frame •Full size head •Small
shaft for smaller players •20”L

BADMINTON 104
PORT-A-NET SETS •Portable net system •Net adjusts from 30”H to 61”H •Powder-coated steel frame •Adjustable nylon web
strap ensures net tension •Includes durable nylon carry bag

PA20SET

PA14SET

$ 170.64 set

•Regulation full size court •20’W x 61”H

$ 159.18 set

•Smaller court •14’W x 61’H

DELUXE BADMINTON SET

MINI TENNIS NET SET

MTNSET

DBSET

•Indoor/outdoor play •Lightweight steel construction
•Includes carrying case •10’W x 3’H

SHN25

$ 8.59 tube

•Tournament
base
•Pack of 6
per tube

PLASTIC INDOOR
SHUTTLECOCK
SHP15

$ 2.95 tube

•White rubber
base
•Pack of 6
per tube

$ 63.02 set

•4 Deluxe steel badminton rackets •Heavy-duty plastic upright
poles •20’ Net •2 Shuttlecocks •2 Pole anchors and 4 ground
stakes •Includes black carrying case

$ 178.33 set

NYLON INDOOR
SHUTTLECOCK

ADJUSTABLE FROM
30 TO 61 INCHES

NYLON OUTDOOR
SHUTTLECOCK
SHN20

$ 8.59 tube

•Nylon base
•Pack of 6
per tube

PLASTIC OUTDOOR
SHUTTLECOCK
SHP10

$ 2.95 tube

•Red rubber
base
•Pack of 6
per tube

BADMINTON NETS
BN20

$ 37.24 each

BN10

$ 27.83 each

•18-Ply nylon netting •3/4” Square
mesh •2” Vinyl headband •Taped
side and bottom •Nylon coated
steel cable •21’W x 2.5’H
•18-Ply nylon netting •3/4” Square
mesh •2” Vinyl headband •Taped
side and bottom •Nylon rope cable
•21’W x 2.5’H

BN1

$ 23.32 each

BN2

$ 21.89 each

•18-Ply nylon netting •3/4” Square
mesh •1.5” Headband •Nylon rope
cable •21’W x 2.5’H
•12-Ply nylon netting •3/4” Square
mesh •1.5” Headband •Nylon rope
cable •21’W x 2.5’H
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RACKETS

TENNIS RACKET SET

JTRSET

$ 27.58 set

•All plastic tennis racket
•21”L •Set of 6 rainbow colors

PADDLEBALL RACKET SET

MRSET

$ 46.20 set

•Full size racket •Durable molded plastic
•15”L •Set of 6 rainbow colors

OVERSIZE RACQUETBALL
RACKET
RBR100

$ 23.20 each

PADDLEBALL
RACKET

JUNIOR PADDLEBALL
RACKET SET

•Oversize head
•Wide body construction
•Aluminum frame
•Leather grip
•Nylon strings

PBR9

$ 10.56 each

•9-Ply ash wood construction
•24 Drilled holes
•Leather wrist strap

MRJSET

$ 40.10 set

•Junior size racket •Durable molded plastic •14”L
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RACKETS • BOWLING 106
RHINO SKIN® RACKET SET

RHINO SKIN® PADDLE SET

RSPP12SET

RSPP5SET

$ 149.77 set

•1.5” Thick pebble texture head and handle
•Set of 6 rainbow colors
•12”L

BADMINTON FOAM RACKET SET

BAFSET

$ 88.88 set

•12” Badminton size plastic handle
•Durable soft safe foam head
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

$ 130.13 set

•2” Thick pebble texture head and handle
•Set of 6 rainbow colors
• 5”L

RACQUETBALL FOAM PADDLE SET

RACSET

$ 80.69 set

•7” Racquetball size plastic handle
•Durable soft safe foam head
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

BOWLING PIN BACKSTOP
BB4812

$ 105.16 each

•Set up against any wall •Powder-coated steel construction •Red •48”L x 12”H

BOWLING PIN SET UP SHEET
BPSH

$ 6.51 each

•Bowling pin set up sheet

107 BOWLING
FOAM PIN SETS

FBBSET

FBPINSETCLR

$ 106.19 set

•1 Rhino Skin bowling
ball (RSBX)
•1 set of Rhino Skin® foam
bowling pins (FBPINSET)
•Includes carrying case

FBPINSET

PLASTIC PIN SET

MULTI-COLOR RHINO SKIN® PIN SET

®

$ 68.50 set

•Heavy-duty weighted Rhino Skin®
coated foam bowling pins
•Set of 10 multi-colored
bowling pins

$ 63.43 set

•Heavy-duty weighted
Rhino Skin® coated foam
bowling pins •Set of 10 pins

BP10

$ 57.04 set

BPSET

$ 130.53 set

MULTI-COLOR PLASTIC PIN SET
BP10CLR

•Set of 10 weighted
plastic pins
•Includes pattern, stat sheet,
score pad

$ 59.17 set

•Set of 10 weighted multi-color
bowling pins •Includes pattern,
stat sheet and score pad

•Includes 1 BP45 bowling
ball and 1 set of BP10 pins

RHINO SKIN® ULTRA FOAM
BOWLING BALL

RUBBERIZED PLASTIC
BOWLING BALL

Rhino Skin® cover resists peeling and cracking •Roto molded seamless balls
•3 finger holes
• 2 Sets of three finger hole patterns
•Configured to fit all ages

RSFB10

$ 30.04 each

RSFB25

$ 45.95 each

RSFB50

$ 72.47 each

•1 lb
•Red

•2.5 lb
•Blue

•5 lb
•Green

PB3

$ 36.01 each

PB4

$ 45.75 each

PB5

$ 53.24 each

•3 lb
•Orange
•4 lb
•Blue
•5 lb
•Yellow

RHINO SKIN® BOWLING BALL SET

RSBXSET

$ 201.20 set

•1.5 lb Rhino Skin coated
bowling balls
•2 Sets of three finger
hole patterns
•Set of 6 rainbow colors
®

LIGHTWEIGHT RUBBER
BOWLING BALLS

•2 Sets of three finger hole patterns
•Blue/Red swirl design

BP45

•5 lb

BP25

•2.5 lb

$ 66.90 each
$ 40.31 each

1.5 LB. RHINO SKIN®
BOWLING BALL
RSBX

$ 33.55 each

•1.5 lb Rhino Skin®
coated foam bowling
ball •2 Sets of three
finger hole patterns
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STEEL HORSESHOE SET

RUBBER HORSESHOE SET

IHS100

•Indoor/outdoor •4 Rubber horseshoes
•2 Rubber mats with peg
•2 Plastic dowels

IHS1

$ 57.29 set

•Four 2.5 lb steel horseshoes •Two 24” solid steel
stakes •Includes heavy-duty plastic carrying case
and rules •Retail Pack

RING TOSS SET

QS1

$ 23.24 set

$ 22.01 set

LAWN TOSS SET

LT1

$ 10.60 set

•4 Weighted mushroom-shaped
toss ups •2 Plastic target rings

MINI GOLF SET

•Wooden target
•5 Pegs with
printed scores
•4 Rings

MGSET

FOAM RING TOSS SET

$ 79.38 set

•Durable plastic shaft and head •Foam grips •Includes six 24” putters,
18 targets and 18 solid foam balls in rainbow colors

DECK TENNIS

RTSET

$ 20.42 set

•Set of 4 rings •Soft foam target base

DTR

$ 4.34 each

•Sponge rubber rings •Set of 12 •2 Each in 6 rainbow colors
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SHUFFLEBOARD SET

SBA10

SHUFFLEBOARD SET

$ 110.00 set

•Includes four 66” aluminum cues
•4 Black and 4 Yellow 6” plastic discs

FOAM CROQUET SET

FCRSET

$ 107.66 set

•Six 28” mallets •Six 2” foam balls •9 Weighted foam covered wickets •2
Stakes •Includes carrying case

SBA20

$ 115.56 set

•Economy set •15’L Plastic court •4 Cues
•4 Black and 4 Yellow discs •Includes rules
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LADDER BALL GAME SET

MINI BOWLING SET

LGSTSET

BBMSET

$ 38.38 set

$ 36.95 set

•Earn points by throwing balls at colored rung targets
•Two 1” Diameter plastic ladders •33” Deep base for stability
•Includes 6 bolos with weighted PU sponge golf balls •Includes
carrying case •22”W x 39”H

•Six 3”W x 9”H plastic bowling pins •Two 4” black plastic
bowling balls •Includes printed storage box

CLASSIC 4-PLAYER CROQUET SET

TETHER TENNIS GAME SET

CRQSET

TTGAME

$ 77.75 set

•4 Player set •Four 32” mallets •Two 12” wood stakes with
color stripes •Nine 8”H powder-coated wire wickets •Four 3”
polymer balls •Includes heavy-duty vinyl storage bag

$ 46.98 set

•Three piece metal pole •Swivel arm and spiral coil •Clip on
hook attaches tennis ball with 64” rope •Includes 2 paddles and
1 tennis ball
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GAMES

PLASTIC PLATFORM STILTS

PPSSET

SUPER XL SCOOP SET

SBXLSET

$ 42.43 set

•Plastic can shaped stilts •Adjustable hand cord
•Non-marring rubber base rim •Supports up to 175 lbs
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

TWIRL & JUMP SET

$ 65.84 set

•Extra large 21” scoop •Includes 12 scoops in 6 rainbow colors
•6 Rainbow colored plastic grip balls

SWING BALL SET

CATCH-A-BALL SET

CUPSET

TJSET

$ 24.47 set

•32”L Baton •44”L Rope •Set of 6 rainbow colors

SCOOP BALL SET

$ 15.92 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

JUMP ROPE STICK SET
SBSET

$ 18.78 set

•18”L Cord •5.5” Ankle ring
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

SCOOP BALL

SBS1SET

$ 35.35 set

•Twelve scoops in 6 rainbow colors •6 Colored
plastic softballs

SBS1

$ 5.69 set

•2 Plastic scoops
•1 Plastic softball

JK6SET

$ 36.91 set

•36”L Baton •32” Rope arch
•Set of 6 rainbow colors
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INTERLOCKING

LOCK & SCOOT SCOOTER SET

LKS12SET

•12”L x 12”W

LKS16SET

$ 171.86 set
$ 240.60 set

•16”L x 16”W
•New grooved edge design connects scooters quickly
and securely
•Use scooters separately or join together to form a train
for team play
•Heavy-duty plastic scooters with non-marring casters
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

STANDARD SCOOTER
WITH HANDLES

HEAVY-DUTY SCOOTER WITH HANDLES

PGH12

$ 19.48 each

•Plastic scooter
•Non-marring swivel casters
•Assorted Blue and Yellow
•12”L x 12”W

PGHSET

$ 118.22 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

HDS16

$ 35.23 each

•Heavy-duty 1⁄5” poly plastic
•Non-marring swivel casters
•Assorted Blue and Yellow
•16”L x 16”W

HDS16SET

$ 212.70 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

HDS12

$ 27.58 each

•Heavy-duty 1⁄5” poly plastic
•Non-marring swivel casters
•Assorted Blue and Yellow
•12”L x 12”W

HDS12SET

$ 166.75 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

113 SCOOTERS
12” PLASTIC

PGS12

$ 18.21 each

•Non-marring swivel
casters
•Assorted Blue
and Yellow
•12”L x 12”W

16” PLASTIC

PGS16

$ 22.96 each

•Non-marring swivel
casters
•Assorted Blue
and Yellow
•16”L x 16”W

CONTOURED PLASTIC

PGH1216

$ 23.73 each

•Contoured handles
•Non-marring
swivel casters
•Blue
•16”L x 12”W

ABS STORAGE CART

STORAGE CART
WOOD
SCOOTERS

•Heavy wood scooter
•Full perimeter bumper
•Non-marring swivel casters

SCWB12

•12”L x 12”W

SCWB16

•16”L x 16”W

$ 28.85 each
$ 37.65 each

SCOOTER STACKER

SC036

$ 177.88 each

•Combination cone or scooter cart
•Holds up to thirty 12” scooters, eighty
12” cones or fifty 18” cones
•1” Galvanized steel construction
•8” Diameter rubber wheels
•30”L x 18”W x 47”H

SCOOTER
CONNECTOR

PHSC

MSCART

$ 2.95 each

•Joins multiple scooter boards
•Use on scooters with handles
$ 268.84 each

•Durable ABS plastic
•Non-marring swivel casters
•Holds up to 48 scooters
•26.5”L x 21”W x 54.25”H

SX

$ 59.37 each

•Holds up to sixteen 12” and 16” scooters
•Web handle for easy towing

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL STORAGE CARTS.
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FLOOR HOCKEY FOLDABLE GOAL
FHG54

$ 105.78 each

FHG72

$ 122.35 each

•54”L x 27”W x 42”H
•72”L x 27”W x 42”H

•Indoor/outdoor •1” Diameter impact resistant ABS plastic •Custom fittings allow goal to fold inward •Storage size is only 5” deep
•Includes all weather net and heavy-duty nylon sleeve

DELUXE ABS FLOOR HOCKEY CART

PRO HOCKEY GOALS

•Official street hockey goal •1 5/8” Heavy-duty plastic tubing
•Deluxe nylon net •Retail packaging

HG40

$ 97.80 each

•72”L x 27”W x 42”H

HG30

$ 88.31 each

•54”L x 27”W x 42”H

HOCKH

$ 467.31 each

•Durable ABS tubing •Heavy-duty non-marring swivel casters
•Large detachable bag for balls and pucks
•45.25”L x 19”W x 45”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.
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RHINO® STICK ELEMENTARY HOCKEY SET

HS36SET

$ 99.44 set

•Lightweight ABS plastic sticks
•Polyethylene reinforced
non-marring blades
•6 Red and 6 Yellow sticks
•2 Pucks
•2 Extra blades
•36”L Shaft

RHINO® STICK SENIOR HOCKEY SET

HS43SET

$ 135.85 set

•Lightweight ABS plastic shaft
•Polyethylene blades
•Longer, high impact sticks for
more mature players
•6 Blue and 6 Yellow sticks
•2 Pucks
•2 No-bounce balls
•2 Extra blades
•43”L Shaft

DELUXE RHINO® STICK SENIOR HOCKEY SET

HS47SET

$ 169.41 set

•Lightweight ABS plastic shaft
•Polyethylene blades
•Longer, high impact sticks for
more mature players
•6 Blue and 6 Yellow sticks
•2 Goalie sticks
•2 Pucks
•2 No-bounce balls
•2 Extra blades
•47”L Shaft

REPLACEMENT
BLADES

HSRD

•Red

HSBL

•Blue

HSYL

•Yellow

$ 3.23 each
$ 3.23 each
$ 3.23 each
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ULTRA SHAFT HOCKEY SETS

•Strongest sticks for serious players •Superior polyethylene shaft with dual I-beams •Center dowel •High density blades
reinforced with fiberglass •Includes 6 Red and 6 Black sticks, 2 pucks, 2 no-bounce balls and 2 extra blades

US42SET

•42”L Sticks

$ 171.05 set

US47SET

•47”L Sticks

US52SET

•52”L Sticks

$ 186.60 set

$ 199.28 set

REPLACEMENT BLADES
ULSRD

$ 4.83 each

ULSBK

$ 4.83 each

•Red

•Black
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SOFT HOCKEY SET

RHINO SKIN® HOCKEY SET

RSHOCKEYSET

HS10SET

$ 355.31 set

•Extra-large foam blades with indestructible
Rhino Skin® coating
•6 Blue and 6 Yellow sticks
•3 Orange polyurethane pucks
•3 Orange polyurethane balls
•36”L Flexible plastic shaft

$ 161.31 set

•Soft foam heads with Rhino Skin® coating
•Contoured handle
•5 Blue and 5 Yellow sticks
•One 7” foam ball
•One 4” puck
•30”L Flexible plastic shaft

HOCKEY ACCESSORIES
HP

$ .86 each

•Hockey puck
•Hollow plastic
•Orange

HPS

$ 23.57 dozen

•Hockey puck
•Soft hollow plastic
•Orange

HB

$ 22.10 dozen

•Hockey ball
•Hollow vinyl
•Orange
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SCOOTER HOCKEY SET

SOFT POLO SET

SHS1

PXSET

$ 33.10 set

•6 Red and 6 Yellow plastic short handled hockey
sticks •4” Handle •One 7” foam ball •Two 4” Pucks

$ 156.89 set

•Rhino Skin® coated foam heads •Contoured handles •6
Blue and 6 Yellow plastic sticks •Two 7” foam balls •24”L
Shaft

RHINO SKIN® POLO SET

RHINO SKIN® SCOOTER HOCKEY SET
SHSET

$ 124.11 set

•Soft foam blades with
Rhino Skin® coating
•6” Vinyl grips
•6 Blue and
6 Yellow short handled
hockey sticks
•One 7” foam ball
•One 4” puck

RSPOLOSET

$ 393.32 set

•Round foam head with Rhino Skin® coating •Plastic shaft •6 Blue and
6 Yellow sticks •Two 6” orange Rhino Skin® foam balls •30”L Shaft

SCOOTER BOARD HOCKEY SET
FHSSET

$ 50.74 set

•6 Red and 6 Yellow hockey style plastic short handled sticks
•1 Hockey ball •One 4” Puck
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TOURNAMENT 40 MM TABLE TENNIS BALLS

1STAR

$ 2.70 tube

•Top grade institutional ball
•Packed in tubes of 6

2STAR

$ 3.00 tube

•Excellent all play recreational
ball •Packed in tubes of 6

FOUR PLAYER TABLE TENNIS SET

3STAR

$ 3.68 tube

•Tournament seamless ball
•Chinese Table Tennis Assoc.
approved •Packed in tubes of 6

4STAR

$ 3.93 tube

•Tournament seamless ball
•International Table Tennis
Association approved
•Packed in tubes of 6

TABLE TENNIS SET

AWTSET

$ 32.65 set

•Expandable retractable net
with post •Attaches to any
surface area or tabletop
measuring 75”W x 1.5”
thick •2 Paddles •3 Balls
•Mesh carrying bag

PN100

$ 24.35 set

•4 Paddles •1 Net and post set •3 Table tennis balls •Retail pack

TABLE TENNIS NET & POST SETS

PN103

$ 10.07 set

•Tie on net •1/2” Metal posts
•66”W

PN104

$ 15.67 set

•Screw on net •1” Metal posts
•66”W

PN105

$ 21.97 set

•Slip on net •2” Adjustable metal
posts •66”W
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TABLE TENNIS PADDLES

PN1

$ 3.40 each

•Rubber face
•Spin 2/Speed 7/Control 9
•5-Ply •Straight handle
•Laminated •Assorted colors

•Sand face
•Spin 1/Speed 5/Control 8
•5-Ply •Straight handle
•Laminated •Tan

PN2

$ 3.40 each

•Plastic with pips out rubber
•Spin 2/Speed 6/Control 9
•Straight handle
•Assorted colors

PN4

$ 3.76 each

PN6

$ 5.52 each

PN7

$ 6.20 each

PN8

$ 5.93 each

PN5

$ 2.21 each

PN9

$ 6.18 each

•Plastic with smooth plain face
•Spin 0/Speed 5/Control 8
•Straight handle
•Assorted colors

•Pips out rubber face •7-Ply
•1.5mm Sponge •Spin 2/Speed 4/
Control 7 •Straight Handle
•Laminated •Taped •Red/Black
•Display package

•Pips in rubber face •7-Ply
•Pips in rubber face •7-Ply
•1.5mm Sponge •Spin 3/Speed 4/ •1.5mm Sponge •Spin 4/Speed 4/
Control 7 •Flared handle
Control 7 •Straight handle
•Laminated •Taped •Red/Black
•Laminated •Taped •Red/Black
•Display package
•Display package

•Pips in rubber face •7-Ply
•1.5mm Sponge •Spin 4/Speed 4/
Control 7 •Anatomic handle
•Laminated •Taped •Red/Black
•Display package

PN10

PN11

PN14

$ 6.57 each

•Pips in rubber face •7-Ply
•1.5mm Sponge
•Spin 6/Speed4/Control 7
•Flared handle •Taped
•Red/Black •Display package

$ 6.51 each

•Pips in/out rubber face •7-Ply
•1.5mm Sponge
•Spin 7/Speed 5/Control 7
•Flared handle •Taped
•Red/Black •Display package

PN12

$ 7.67 each

•Pips in/out rubber face •7-Ply
•1.5mm Sponge
•Spin 6/Speed 5/Control 7
•Flared handle •Taped
•Red/Black •Display package

$ 7.82 each

•Pips in rubber face •7-Ply
•1.5mm Sponge
•Spin 6/Speed 5/Control 7
•Flared handle •Taped
•Red/Black •Display package
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COMPETITION PLASTIC DISCS

FD165

$ 3.56 each

•165 Gram •Assorted colors

ROUNDED EDGE FOAM DISCS

FDSET

$ 24.51 set

•9” Foam discs •Set of 6 rainbow colors

DISC TARGET NET

FD125

FD1

$ 2.78 each

•9” Foam disc •Yellow

TARGET NET

$ 2.78 each

•125 Gram •Assorted colors

FD95

$ 2.29 each

•95 Gram •Assorted colors

RHINO SKIN® FOAM DISC SET

FSGAME

$ 52.25 each

•Indoor/outdoor •Opening is
30”W x 14”H •Fill base with water or
sand for greater stability •Height
adjusts to 24”, 34” or 36”H

TARGET NET SET

RDSET

$ 31.67 set

•Rhino Skin® coated foam disc set •Set of 6 rainbow colors

TNM18SET

$ 142.40 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

TNM18

$ 22.75 each

•Multi-purpose target hoop
•powder-coated steel construction •Hoop pivots for
different practice angles •Use
for golf, Frisbee, bean bags
and more •Easy assembly
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•Patented triple bonded coating •The thickest and most durable cover on the market •Same weight as our regular line of Rhino Skin® balls

RHINO SKIN® ULTRAMAX BALLS
URS6

$ 16.16 each

•Dodgeball •6” •Low Bounce
•Red

RHINO SKIN® ULTRAMAX BALL SETS

URS6SET

$ 102.80 set

URS7SET

$ 168.05 set

URS8SET

$ 196.70 set

•6” •Set of 6 rainbow colors

•7” •Set of 6 rainbow colors

•8” •Set of 6 rainbow colors

URS85

$ 31.51 each

•Special dodgeball •8”
•Medium Bounce •Blue
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RHINO SKIN® FOAM BALLS Our exclusive Rhino Skin® product line is made from a patented tear-proof, safe, no-sting

coating. It is durable and can withstand indoor & outdoor play. Available in Low Bounce, Medium Bounce, and High Bounce.

RS101

$ 41.82 each

•Super special
•10”
•Low Bounce
•Red

RS79

$ 19.23 each

•Softi
•7”
•Low Bounce
•Blue

RS5

$ 13.22 each

•Micro playball
•5”
•High Bounce
•Orange

RS89

$ 24.14 each

RS63

$ 14.32 each

•Softi
•8”
•Low Bounce
•Red

RS85

$ 26.07 each

RS65

$ 13.38 each

•Special
•8.5”
•Medium Bounce
•White

•Playball
•6.3”
•Medium Bounce
•Red

RS90

•Softi
•6”
•Low Bounce
•Blue

$ 5.73 each

•Super 90
•3.25”
•High Bounce
•Assorted colors

RS7

$ 22.06 each

•Allround
•7”
•Medium Bounce
•Yellow

RXD6

$ 13.38 each

RS70

$ 3.56 each

•Dodgeball
•6”
•Low Bounce
•Black

•Super 70
•2.75”
•High Bounce
•Blue
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RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE DODGEBALL SETS •Set of 6 rainbow colors
RXD6SET

$ 86.30 set

•6”

RXD7SET

•7”

$ 122.51 set

RXD8SET

$ 152.55 set

•8”

RHINO SKIN® DODGEBALL SETS 3 White & 3 Black •Low Bounce •Set of 6

RXD6BWSET

•6”

$ 86.30 set

RXD7BWSET

•7”

$ 122.51 set

RXD8BWSET

•8”

$ 152.55 set
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RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE DODGEBALLS

RXD6WH

•6” •White

$ 13.38 each

RXD6NPK

•6” •Neon Pink

RXD6NBL

•6” •Neon Blue

$ 15.67 each

$ 15.67 each

RXD6NRD

$ 15.67 each

RXD6NYL

$ 15.67 each

•6” •Neon Red

•6” •Neon Yellow

RXD6NV

$ 15.67 each

•6” •Neon Violet

RXD6NOR

$ 15.67 each

RXD6NGN

$ 15.67 each

•6” •Neon Orange

•6” •Neon Green

RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE
METALLIC DODGEBALL SET

RXD6MS

$ 50.62 set

•6” •Set of three includes Gold,
Silver and Bronze

RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE NEON RAINBOW DODGEBALL SET
RXD6NRSET

$ 99.60 set

•6” •Set of 6 neon colors
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RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE DODGEBALL SETS

RXD6NRDSET

$ 99.60 set

•6” •Set of 6 •Neon Red

RXD6NOSET

$ 99.60 set

RXD6NYSET

$ 99.60 set

RXD6NGSET

$ 99.60 set

•6” •Set of 6 •Neon Orange

•6” •Set of 6 •Neon Yellow

•6” •Set of 6 •Neon Green

RXD6NBLSET

$ 99.60 set

•6” •Set of 6 •Neon Blue

RXD6NVSET

$ 99.60 set

RXD6NPSET

$ 99.60 set

•6” •Set of 6 •Neon Violet

•6” •Set of 6 •Neon Pink
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RHINO SKIN® SPECIAL DODGEBALLS

•8.5” •Medium Bounce •Available in Black, Neon Red, Neon Orange, Neon Yellow, Neon Green, Neon Blue, Neon Violet and Neon Pink

RS85NBK

$ 26.07 each

RS85NYL

$ 29.99 each

RS85NV

RS85NRD

RS85NGN

$ 29.99 each

$ 29.99 each

RS85NOR

$ 29.99 each

RS85NBL

RS85NPK

$ 29.99 each

$ 29.99 each

$ 29.99 each
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RHINO SKIN® MEDIUM BOUNCE SWIRL BALL SETS •Softi •6.3” •Medium Bounce

RS63SET

$ 109.58 set

•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RS63NSET

$ 121.04 set

RS70SET

$ 23.61 set

•Set of 6 neon colors

RHINO SKIN® HIGH BOUNCE
SUPER 90 BALL SET

RS90SET

$ 36.79 set

•3.25”
•High Bounce
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® HIGH BOUNCE
SUPER 70 BALL SET

•2.75”
•High Bounce
•Set of 6 rainbow colors
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RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE SUPER SPECIAL BALL SET

RS101SET

$ 260.82 set

RS85SET

$ 162.08 set

•10”
•Low Bounce
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® MEDIUM BOUNCE SPECIAL BALL SET

•8.5”
•Medium Bounce
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® MEDIUM BOUNCE ALLROUND BALL SET

RS7SET

$ 138.35 set

RS65SET

$ 86.30 set

•7”
•Medium Bounce
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE SOFTI BALL SET

•6”
•Low Bounce
•Set of 6 rainbow colors
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RHINO SKIN® SUPER HIGH BOUNCE SUPER SPECIAL BALL SET

RS102SET

$ 467.67 set

•10”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® SUPER HIGH BOUNCE SPECIAL BALL SET

RS86SET

$ 263.89 set

•8.5”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® SUPER HIGH BOUNCE ALLROUND BALL SET

RS71SET

$ 211.97 set

• 7”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® SUPER HIGH BOUNCE PLAY BALL SET

RS64SET

$ 161.35 set

•6.3”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors
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RHINO SKIN® MOLDED FOAM BALLS
RS9

RSHB

$ 27.09 each

•Basketball
•9”
•High Bounce
•Orange

RSVB

RS75

$ 27.09 each

•Volleyball
•8”
•Low Bounce
•Yellow

RSF

$ 22.06 each

•Football
•Intermediate size
•9.75”
•Low Bounce
• Yellow

$ 18.58 each

•Mini Soccer ball/Handball
•Size 3
•Low Bounce
•Red

$ 27.09 each

•Soccer ball
•Size 4
•Low Bounce
•Red

RSMF

$ 17.31 each

•Mini Football
•8.5”
•Low Bounce
• Red
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RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE VOLLEYBALL SET

RSVBSET

$ 168.43 set

RS76SET

$ 168.43 set

RS75SET

$ 160.00 set

RS73SET

$ 117.60 set

•8”
•Set of 6
rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE SOCCER BALL SETS •Set of 6 rainbow colors

•Size 5

•Size 4

•Size 3
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RHINO SKIN® HIGH BOUNCE BASKETBALL SET

RS9SET

$ 168.43 set

•9” •Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE FOOTBALL SET

RSFSET

$ 138.43 set

•Intermediate size •9.75” •Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® LOW BOUNCE MINI FOOTBALL SET

RSMFSET

$ 108.52 set

•8.5” •Set of 6 rainbow colors
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RHINO SKIN® STING FREE BALL SETS

•One piece molded construction •Soft and sting free •Hole pattern and hollow core for true flight •Set of 6 Rainbow colors

RSHFSET

$ 85.03 set

•Mini football set

RSH6SET

$ 82.99 set

•Mini soccer ball set

RSH5SET

$ 58.23 set

RSH9SET

$ 169.04 set

•Playground ball set
•6”

•Soccer ball set
•Official size 5
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RHINO SKIN® SUPER SQUEEZE BALL SETS •Safe for beginners •Rhino Skin® molded coated foam

•Resists wear and tear •Easy to clean •Set of 6 rainbow colors

SQBBSET

$ 107.37 set

SQSBSET

$ 125.95 set

•Basketball set
•8”

•Soccer ball set
•8”

SQVSET

$ 116.66 set

•Volleyball set
•7”

SQPGSET

$ 119.57 set

SQFSET

$ 101.93 set

•Playground ball set
•6”

•Football set
•9”
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RHINO SKIN® PEBBLE TEK SOCCER BALLS

RSPFSET

$ 108.52 set

•Exclusive Rhino Skin®
inflatable coated foam
•Pebble Tek finish
•8.5”
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO® SOFT-EEZE BALL SETS •Rhino Skin® soft and tacky cover •Safe for beginners •Rubber/butyl bladder
•Indoor or outdoor play •Set of 6 rainbow colors

RS3SET

$ 124.40 set

RS2SET

$ 122.27 set

RS1SET

$ 98.70 set

•Soccer ball set

•Volleyball set

•Football set
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COATED HIGH DENSITY FOAM BALLS

SFC

BFC

$ 13.95 each

•Soccer ball
•Size 4
•Yellow/Black

FFCB

$ 12.69 each

•Basketball
•Size 3
•Orange

HD85

$ 11.42 each

•Bullet football
•Wave pattern
•Blue/Yellow

•8.5”
•Red

VFC

$ 12.97 each

HD7

$ 12.28 each

•Volleyball
•7.5”
•Yellow

$ 17.60 each

•7”
•Red

FFC

$ 10.56 each

HD6

$ 8.47 each

•Football
•Junior size
•Brown

•6”
•Red

RHINO SKIN® MOLDED
FOAM BALLS

HD4

•4”
•Red

$ 4.01 each

SB4

•Softball
•12”
•Yellow

$ 4.13 each

BB3

$ 2.95 each

•Baseball
•9”
•Yellow

RSTB

$ 7.45 each

•Tennis ball
•Low Bounce
•9”

RSGB

$ 3.11 each

•Golf ball
•Low Bounce
•1.68”
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ULTRA FOAM BALL SETS •Uncoated •High density •Low bounce •Ideal for training and indoor play •Set of 6 rainbow colors •8”
FSBSET

$ 82.74 set

FVBSET

$ 82.74 set

•Soccer ball design
•8”

•Volleyball design
•8”

UNCOATED REGULAR DENSITY FOAM BALLS

RD85

$ 9.74 each

•8.5” •Yellow

RD7

$ 7.16 each

•7” •Yellow

RD6

$ 5.89 each

•6” •Yellow

RD4

$ 1.31 each

RD3

$ .82 each

FF7

$ 5.48 each

•3” •Yellow

•4” •Yellow

HIGH BOUNCE UNCOATED
FOAM BALLS

RS27

$ 2.21 each

•Tennis ball
•High Bounce
•2.75”
•Yellow

RS35

$ 3.81 each

•Oversize tennis ball
•High Bounce
•3.5”
•Yellow

SOFT SPORT BALLS

SB7

$ 7.90 each

•Soft sport soccer ball
•8” •Black/White

BS7

$ 7.65 each

•Soft sport basketball
•7” •Red/White/Blue

•Soft sport mini football
•Size 3 •Blue/White

SB2

•Softball

$ 3.23 each

BS5

$ 2.37 each

•Baseball
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RHINO SKIN® PLAYGROUND BALL SET

RSPGSET

$ 42.39 set

•Super soft inflatable foam balls
•Durable Rhino Skin® covers
•8.5” Diameter balls
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

PLAYGROUND BALL SET

PGSET

$ 46.16 set

•8.5” Diameter balls
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

HEAVY-DUTY
PLAYGROUND BALL
PLAYGROUND BALLS •Nylon wound •2-Ply •Red

PG16RD

$ 23.69 each

•16” Diameter

PG85

$ 7.08 each

•8.5” Diameter
•Available in 6 rainbow colors

PG13RD

$ 19.85 each

•13” Diameter

PG7RD

$ 6.75 each

•7” Diameter

PG10RD

•10” Diameter

PG6RD

$ 9.90 each

$ 5.81 each

•6” Diameter

PG85HD

$ 8.96 each

PG5RD

$ 5.28 each

•8.5” •Nylon wound
•4-Ply •Yellow

•5” Diameter
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•Ultimate bladderless playground ball •Rotationally molded
•Same feel, texture & weight as the best rubber playground balls •Seamless •No shape distortion or air leakage, even when over inflated
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO SKIN® POLY PG PLAYGROUND BALL SET

PX4SET

•4” Diameter

PX6SET

$ 26.43 set

•6” Diameter

$ 41.70 set

PX7SET

•7” Diameter

$ 42.64 set

PX85SET

•8.5” Diameter

PX10SET

$ 52.83 set

•10” Diameter

$ 66.74 set

PX13SET

•13” Diameter

$ 125.95 set
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RHINO® WORLD DODGEBALL SET

DB85SET

$ 80.65 set

•Set of nine 8.5” dodgeballs
•Premium textured rubber
•Butyl bladder •Includes 1
each in Red, Orange,
Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple,
Pink, Black and White

RHINO® WORLD KICKBALL SET

KB10SET

$ 109.75 set

•Set of nine 10” kickballs
•Premium textured rubber
•Butyl bladder •Includes 1
each in Red, Orange, Yellow,
Green, Blue, Purple, Pink,
Black and White
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UTILITY BALLS

•Most durable utility ball •100% Nylon wound •70% butyl bladder •Yellow

RMX85

•8.5”

RMX85SET

$ 13.91 each

RMX10

•10”

$ 83.48 set

•Same as the RMX85 •Set of 6 rainbow colors

RHINO® MAX PLAYGROUND BALLS

•Easy grip balls •Super tough shell for maximum durability •Set of 6 rainbow colors

RMXFBSET

$ 83.48 set

RMXSBSET

$ 71.20 set

•Playground football set •No winding •Intermediate size •8.5” Diameter

•Playground soccer ball set •Size 4 •8.5” Diameter

$ 15.14 each
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RHINO® MAX PLAYGROUND BALLS

•Easy grip balls •Super tough shell for maximum durability •Set of 6 rainbow colors

RMXPGSET

$ 73.66 set

RMXSQSET

$ 83.48 set

•Playground ball set •8.5” Diameter

•Playground ball set
•Words and numbers add to cognitive learning
•100% Nylon wound
•8.5” Diameter
BALL FRONT

RMX4SET

$ 49.92 set

•Playground ball for 4-Square games
•Inner bladder construction
•Set of 4
•1 Each in Yellow/Purple, Red/Green,
Multi and Blue/Orange
•8.5” Diameter
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SEGMENTED HOOPS

SEG50

$ 68.47 set

•Sold in sets of 120
•40 each in Red,
Yellow & Blue
•5 Segments = 24” hoop
•6 Segments = 30” hoop
•7 Segments = 36” hoop

COATED FOAM DICE

PLASTIC HOOPS

•Sold in packs of 12 •2 Each of 6 rainbow colors
•H3 and H4 Ship oversized by UPS

H2

6FD

$ 19.07 pair

3FD

$ 7.16 pair

5FD

$ 26.72 pair

•6” Dice
•Yellow/Black

$ 44.40 dozen

•24” Diameter

H3

$ 50.40 dozen

•30” Diameter

H4

$ 54.00 dozen

•36” Diameter

HOOP RACK

•3” Dice
•Yellow/Black

•5” Dice
•Rounded corners
•Assorted Red
and Blue

HCRACK

$ 163.43 each

•Heavy-duty plastic construction •Holds up to 100 hoops
•Multi-level hooks to organize sizes •10” Diameter rear
wheels •3” Front swivel casters •26”L x 26”W x 47”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.
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BEAN BAG TOSS

BBTGAME

$ 62.20 each

TAILGATE TOSS

•Metal frame
•Polyester throwing target
•5 Mesh scoring pockets
•3 Green and 3 Red bean
bags
•40”W x 40”H

BEAN BAGS •Double reinforced soft vinyl shells •Soft corners •Filled

with non-toxic plastic pellets •Sold in sets of 12 •2 Each in 6 rainbow colors

MBB3

$ 16.20 dozen

•3” Bean bags

MBB4

$ 21.61 dozen

•4” Bean bags

MBB5

$ 25.78 dozen

•5” Bean bags

MBB6

$ 30.44 dozen

•6” Bean bags

COLORED BEAN
BAG SET

GEOMETRIC BEAN
BAG SET

BGRGAME

$ 68.75 set

•Portable outdoor game •Two heavy-duty
4’L x 2’W scoring targets •4 Blue and 4
Yellow 6” beanbags •Includes carrying bag
for the bean bags and instructions

NUMBERED BEAN BAG SET
NB55

•Set of 10
•Imprinted with
numbers
•Assorted colors
•5” Bean bags

ALPHABET BEAN BAG SET
CB55

$ 18.99 set

•Set of 8 •Imprinted with colors
•Assorted colors •5” Bean bags

GS55

$ 29.22 set

•Set of 12 •3 Each in 4 different
shapes •Assorted colors
•5” Bean bags

$ 23.73 set

AB55

$ 59.58 set

•Set of 26
•Imprinted with
alphabet
•Assorted colors
•5” Bean bags
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RHINO® ULTRA-LITE CAGE BALL SET •100% Nylon double stitched cover •Bladder weight is 50% lighter than traditional
cage balls •Extra large valve for fast inflate/deflate time •Extra wide Velcro® concealed zipper opening •Set includes cover and bladder

UL24SET

$ 71.16 each

UL36SET

$ 116.66 each

UL48SET

$ 173.05 each

UL60SET

$ 276.78 each

UL72SET

$ 356.95 each

•24” Diameter
•2 LBS
•36” Diameter
•4 LBS
•48” Diameter
•5 LBS

VELCRO®
CONCEALED
ZIPPER

REPLACEMENT
ULTRA-LITE BLADDER
ULB24

$ 18.13 each

•24” Diameter

ULB36

$ 40.22 each

•36” Diameter

ULB48

$ 71.12 each

ULB60

$ 103.85 each

•60” Diameter

ULB72

$ 150.26 each

•72” Diameter

•48” Diameter

CBC18

$ 15.51 each

CBC48

REPLACEMENT
ULTRA-LITE COVER
ULC24

$ 53.03 each

•24” Diameter

ULC36

$ 76.44 each

•36” Diameter

ULC48

$ 99.89 each

ULC60

•72” Diameter
•9 LBS

$ 166.18 each

•60” Diameter

ULC72

$ 197.97 each

•72” Diameter

•48” Diameter

CAGE BALL BLADDER

CAGE BALL COVER

•Heavy-duty nylon •Lace up closure

•60” Diameter
•7 LBS

$ 70.67 each

•Heavy-duty vinyl

RCB18

$ 15.96 each

RCB48

$ 104.92 each

•18” Diameter

•48” Diameter

•18” Diameter

•48” Diameter

CBC30

CBC72

RCB30

RCB72

CBC24

$ 22.92 each

•24” Diameter

$ 30.28 each

•30” Diameter

CBC36

$ 40.14 each

•36” Diameter

CBC60

$ 121.66 each

•60” Diameter

$ 139.41 each

•72” Diameter

RCB24

$ 26.19 each

•24” Diameter

$ 38.10 each

•30” Diameter

RCB36

$ 56.59 each

•36” Diameter

RCB60

$ 156.19 each

•60” Diameter

$ 271.71 each

•72” Diameter
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DELUXE TETHERBALL BALL SET

DTBSET

ULTRA GRIP TETHERBALL

$ 50.74 set

•Official size rubber tetherball
•102” Nylon rope
•3 Telescoping 24” poles
made of 1 ½” steel
•12” Ground sleeve
•6” Inflating pump with needle
•Carrying bag and
instructions included

VTBS

OPTIC YELLOW
TETHER BALL

•Pro laminated rubber •Dimple finish
•Stingless •Multi-color for high visibility

RHINO® SOFT-EEZE
TETHERBALLS

•Soft touch •Great for beginners •Rhino® Skin
nylon cover •Indoor/outdoor

MULTI-COLOR BEACH BALL

IB12

VTB

$ 17.96 each

•Reinforced rubber cover
•Nylon wound butyl bladder
•Nylon tether

RSTB10

$ 21.97 each

MULTI-COLOR PARACHUTE

$ 3.89 each

•24” Diameter

•16” Diameter

•36” Diameter

•20” Diameter

•48” Diameter

IB20

•Standard 9”

IB24

$ 1.76 each

•12” Diameter

IB16

$ 26.35 each

•Oversized 10”

RSTB9

$ 27.54 each

IB36

$ 2.09 each

IB48

$ 2.99 each

NP6

$ 17.60 each

NP12

$ 44.60 each

NP20

$ 100.25 each

$ 9.86 each

$ 16.57 each

NP24

$ 152.22 each

NP30

$ 220.15 each

•6’ Diameter •8 Handles

•24’ Diameter •16 Handles

•12’ Diameter •8 Handles

•30’ Diameter •20 Handles

•20’ Diameter •12 Handles
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CLUB RACK

MBR10

$ 278.26 each

ELITE O-RING MEDICINE BALL TREE
MBR9

•Holds up to 7
medicine balls
•Three 13.8” rings for
storing Fitpro balls
•Storage arm for
hoops and jump ropes
•34”L x 38”W x 79”H

ELITE MEDICINE BALL LADDER

MBR8

$ 327.14 each

•Holds up to 6
medicine balls
•Ring style ball holders
•27”L x 21.75”W x 69.5”H

ELITE U-RING MEDICINE BALL TREE
$ 349.06 each

•Holds up to 8 Rhino®
Promax slam balls
•U shape base
•49”L x 22.5”W x 65.5”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL RACKS.

MBR7

$ 352.72 each

•Holds up to 6
medicine balls
•U style ball hooks
•21.25”L x 23.5”W x 67”H
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MEDICINE BALL TREE

MBR1

DOUBLE MEDICINE BALL TREE

$ 83.64 each

MBR2

•Holds up to 10 balls
•22.5”L x 11”W x 52”H
•White

•High strength steel tubing
•Holds up to 5 balls
•14”L x 11”W x 52”H
•Black

MEDICINE BALL REBOUNDER

MBR40

$ 424.71 each

WALL-MOUNT MEDICINE BALL RACK

MBR6

•28” Diameter screen •Solid handle with neoprene
grip •Adjustable angle up to 60° •Tubular steel frame
•Built in tray to hold extra balls
•60 lb •40”L x 40”W x 43”H

$ 94.89 each

$ 98.74 each

•Holds up to 6 balls
•1” powder-coated square steel tubing
•Space saving design
•47.5”L x 12.5”W x 19”H
•White

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL RACKS.
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SELECT MEDICINE
BALL RACK

MBR24

SURE FIT MEDICINE
BALL RACK

MBR22

DELUXE MEDICINE
BALL RACK

$ 588.84 each

•Holds up to 22 medicine balls
•Four rotating tiers for easy access
•3” Diameter locking casters
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•30”D x 50”H

$ 682.14 each

•Holds up to 24 balls •Fits in corner
•6 Rotating tiers •Ball bearing
casters •Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•29”L x 29”W x 71”H

MBR3

$ 340.05 each

•Holds up to 20 balls •4 Sided
•Ball bearing casters
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS
•25”L x 25”W x 56”H

DELUXE MEDICINE BALL CART

MEDICINE BALL STORAGE CART

MBR5

MBR4

$ 263.44 each

•Holds up to 20 balls •1” powder-coated square steel tubing
•3” Diameter swivel casters •53”L x 9.5”W x 35”H

$ 241.71 each

•Holds up to 14 balls •Heavy-duty steel tubing •Extra wide base
•Ball bearing casters •28”L x 44”W x 40”H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.
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RUBBER MEDICINE BALLS

•Hollow rubber construction •Retail pack

ITEM

RMB1
RMB2
RMB3
RMB4
RMB5
RMB6
RMB7
RMB8
RMB9

WEIGHT-KG/LBS DIAMETER COLOR
1 KG / 2.20 LBS

7.68”

Purple

PRICE
$ 33.56 each

3 KG / 6.61 LBS

8.66”

Yellow

$ 54.30 each

9.4”

Orange $ 73.33 each
Black $ 81.72 each

2 KG / 4.40 LBS
4 KG / 8.81 LBS

5 KG / 11.02 LBS

6 KG / 13.22 LBS
7 KG / 15.43 LBS
8 KG / 15.43 LBS
9 KG / 15.43 LBS

RMB10 10 KG / 15.43 LBS

7.68”
8.66”
9.4”
9.4”

Red

Blue

Green

$ 44.03 each
$ 62.86 each
$ 91.91 each

Purple $ 111.02 each
Red $ 132.38 each

9.4”
9.4”

Yellow $ 155.41 each

9.4”

LEATHER MEDICINE BALLS

•Thick synthetic leather cover •Durable construction for maximum control

ITEM

WEIGHT-KG/LBS DIAMETER

MB6

3 KG / 6.61 LBS

MB4
MB9

MB11

MB14

2 KG / 4.40 LBS

19.4”

4 KG / 8.81 LBS

24.5”

5 KG / 11.02 LBS

7 KG / 15.43 LBS

Red/White

COLOR

PRICE
$ 20.66 each

Blue/White

$ 26.31 each

$ 22.30 each

24.5”

Yellow/White

25.1”

Orange/White $ 30.32 each
Green/White $ 34.29 each

26.3”

RHINO® ELITE MEDICINE BALLS

•Hollow synthetic rubber construction •Exclusive textured surface for superior grip

ITEM
PRM2

WEIGHT-LBS DIAMETER COLOR
2 LBS

8”

PRM6

6 LBS

9”

PRM10

10 LBS

PRM15

15 LBS

PRM4
PRM8

PRM12
PRM18
PRM20
PRM25

PRM30

4 LBS

8 LBS

12 LBS
18 LBS
20 LBS
25 LBS
30 LBS

8”
9”
9”

PRICE
Yellow $ 26.19 each
Red $ 36.21 each
Blue

$ 50.33 each

Green $ 61.99 each
Orange $ 71.41 each

11”

Purple $ 80.41 each
Yellow $ 102.30 each

11”

$ 134.01 each

9”

11”
11”
11”

Red

$ 119.28 each

Blue
Green $ 176.98 each
Orange $ 225.67 each
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RHINO® SLAM BALLS

MINI RHINO® KETTLE BELLS

•No bounce •Textured shell for enhanced grip •Use with rebounder or doing slams
•Feels soft like a gel filled ball
ITEM

NBR2

WEIGHT-LBS DIAMETER

NBR4
NBR6
NBR8

2 LBS

5”

PRICE
$ 35.81 each

6 LBS

7”

$ 58.72 each

4 LBS
8 LBS

NBR10

10 LBS

NBR15

15 LBS

NBR12
NBR18
NBR20

12 LBS
18 LBS
20 LBS

5”
7”
7”
7”

$ 44.19 each
$ 72.02 each
$ 78.77 each
$ 85.52 each

9”

$ 101.07 each

9”

$ 114.99 each

9”

•Mini version of the Rhino® Kettle Bells
•Lighter and more compact
•Great for beginners •Oval-diameter handle
•Consistent 6” diameter

$ 109.87 each

RHINO® KETTLE BELLS

•Safe rubber construction •Smooth molded ergonomic handle
not harm floors •Consistent 8” diameter

ITEM

WEIGHT-LBS

COLOR

MKB4

4 LBS

Orange

MKB3
MKB5
MKB6
MKB7
MKB8

3 LBS
5 LBS
6 LBS
7 LBS
8 LBS

Red

PRICE
$ 36.99 each

Purple

$ 46.36 each

Yellow
Teal

Green

$ 41.25 each
$ 52.62 each
$ 63.34 each
$ 70.75 each

KETTLE BELL RACK

ITEM

WEIGHT-LBS
6 LBS

Blue

PRICE
$ 66.86 each

RKB8

8 LBS

RKB10

10 LBS

Red

$ 89.04 each

RKB15

15 LBS

RKB6

RKB12
RKB18
RKB20
RKB25
RKB30

RKB35

12 LBS
18 LBS
20 LBS
25 LBS
30 LBS
35 LBS

COLOR

Yellow
Green

$ 77.63 each
$ 98.04 each

Blue

$ 107.33 each

Red

$ 132.87 each

Yellow
Green
Blue

Yellow

$ 121.08 each
$ 141.05 each
$ 149.85 each
$ 168.30 each

KBRACK

$ 558.56 each

•Steel construction •Compact design •Holds any size
kettle bell •3 Shelves •Black/gray

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL RACKS.
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RHINO-COR® MEDICINE BALLS •Hollow synthetic rubber
construction •Solid molded dual handles •Consistent 9” Diameter

ITEM

WEIGHT-LBS

CXB8

8 LBS

CXB6

CXB10

10 LBS

CXB14

14 LBS

CXB12
CXB16
CXB18
CXB20
CXB25

RHINO® PROMAX SLAM BALL •Soft shell construction •Synthetic leather

6 LBS

COLOR
Peach

Orange

$ 118.26 each

Light Blue $ 104.76 each

12 LBS

Red

$ 130.13 each

Yellow

$ 153.04 each

Gray

$ 171.05 each

Royal Blue $ 144.04 each

16 LBS
18 LBS

Tan

20 LBS
25 LBS

Purple

ITEM

WEIGHT-LBS

COLOR

RPX6

6 LBS

Orange

RPX10

10 LBS

Green

RPX14

14 LBS

CXB30

PRICE

$ 89.21 each

30 LBS

Green

$ 160.82 each
$ 181.28 each
$ 220.56 each

cover •Guaranteed to hold its shape •Catch, throw and slam •Consistent 14” diameter

RPX4
RPX8

RPX12
RPX16
RPX18
RPX20

4 LBS
8 LBS

Red

PRICE
$ 40.72 each

Yellow

$ 48.69 each

$ 47.67 each
$ 50.33 each

Royal Blue $ 51.76 each
Light Blue $ 53.61 each

12 LBS
16 LBS
18 LBS

Purple

$ 59.54 each

Brown

$ 71.20 each

Black

20 LBS

GUARANTEED TO HOLD ITS SHAPE

$ 65.27 each

OURS

MINI RHINO® PROMAX SLAM BALL •Mini version of the

Rhino® Promax Ball •Consistent 10” diameter

THEIRS

ITEM WEIGHT-LBS

COLOR

MMX3

3 LBS

Orange

5 LBS

Green

MMX2

2 LBS

MMX4

4 LBS

MMX5
MMX6

6 LBS

Red

PRICE
$ 36.50 each

Yellow

$ 43.58 each

Blue

$ 42.56 each
$ 44.60 each
$ 45.83 each
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RHINO® ULTRA GRIP MEDICINE BALLS

•Ultra textured •Adjustable dual hand grips •Removable
straps for use as a full bounce medicine ball
ITEM

WEIGHT-LBS DIAMETER COLOR
2 LBS

8”

SMD6

6 LBS

9”

SMD10

10 LBS

SMD2
SMD4

4 LBS

SMD8

SMD12

Red
Orange $ 50.95 each
Yellow $ 64.24 each

8”

8 LBS

9”

Purple

9”

12 LBS

PRICE
$ 35.81 each

Blue

$ 78.98 each
$ 90.64 each

Green $ 101.89 each

9”

RHINO® DOUBLE GRIP ANATOMIC MEDICINE BALLS

•Easy grip for 1 or 2 hands •Rubber
•Consistent 10.5” Diameter
ITEM
DGM6

WEIGHT-LBS

DGM10

10 LBS

DGM14

14 LBS

DGM8

DGM12
DGM16
DGM18
DGM20

RHINO® GEL FILLED MEDICINE BALLS

6 LBS

8 LBS

12 LBS
16 LBS
18 LBS
20 LBS

COLOR
PRICE
Black/Yellow $ 63.43 each
Black/Red $ 70.79 each
Black/Blue $ 81.02 each
Black/Green $ 88.18 each

Black/Orange $ 96.98 each
Black/Purple $ 107.42 each
Black/Aqua $ 116.21 each
Black/Silver $ 126.65 each

•Our softest most pliable ball •Roto
molded vinyl shell with textured surface
•Great for use with rebounder

ITEM WEIGHT-LBS DIAMETER COLOR
PRICE
GM5
2 LBS
5”
Red $ 11.87 each
GM6
4 LBS
6”
Blue $ 17.51 each
GM7
7 LBS
7”
Green $ 23.61 each
GM8
11 LBS
8.5”
Purple $ 36.38 each
GM10

15 LBS

10”

Orange $ 47.34 each
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FITPRO TRAINING & EXERCISE BALLS

•Use for balance, core, strength, flexibility and rehab exercises •Made from the highest quality Italian resin materials •Retail pack

FP42

$ 24.27 each

FP53

$ 29.67 each

•42cm •Green •Under 5’

•53cm •Blue •5’1” – 5’6”

•85cm •Green

•95cm •Blue

FP85

$ 59.09 each

FP95

$ 67.68 each

FP65

$ 35.44 each

FP75

$ 41.70 each

•65cm •Red •5’7” – 6’1”

•75cm •Yellow • 6’1” - up”

•105cm •Red

•120cm •Yellow

FP105

$ 142.10 each

FP120

$ 216.47 each

FITPRO BRT TRAINING & EXERCISE BALLS

•Use for balance, core, strength, flexibility and rehab exercises •Super soft and tacky cover with “foam-like” padded surface •Exclusive
Flexton Silpower® material •Deflates slowly if accidentally punctured •Retail pack

BRT42

$ 25.58 each

•42cm •Blue •Under 5’

BRT85

$ 67.78 each

•85cm •Blue

BRT53

$ 31.14 each

BRT65

$ 36.95 each

BRT75

$ 43.42 each

•53cm •Gray •5’1” – 5’6”

•65cm •Gray •5’7” – 6’1”

•75cm •Green • 6’1”- up”

•95cm •Gray

•105cm •Gray

•120cm •Green

BRT95

$ 72.84 each

BRT105

$ 153.29 each

BRT120

$ 233.74 each
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MAXAFE® SITSOLUTION BALLS WITH
STABILITY LEGS •Exclusive Flexton Silpower® material •Deflates

FITPRO BALL CHAIR

slowly if accidentally punctured •Healthy alternative to a traditional chair
•Promotes good posture and core strength

BRT53WL

$ 36.75 each

•53cm •Gray •5’1” – 5’6”

BRT65WL

$ 44.64 each

•65cm •Gray •5’7” – 6’1”

BCHX

$ 150.99 each

•Promotes active sitting •Lightweight and easy to transport
•Plastic frame •53cm Fitpro ball insert •Lockable wheels
•Includes hand pump •15 LBS •22”L x 22”W x 31”H

FITPRO BALLS WITH STABILITY LEGS

FITPRO HOP ALONG BALLS

•Original pon pon hop along balls •Exclusive plastic handles
are molded into the ball

BL75

$ 50.90 each

•75cm •Red •6’2” – 6’8”

BL65

$ 42.56 each

•65cm •Yellow •5’7” – 6’1”

PP65

$ 41.82 each

PP53

$ 34.54 each

PP42

$ 26.31 each

•65cm •Green •Large •5’7” +

BL55

$ 35.03 each

•53cm •Blue •5’1” – 5’6”

BL42

$ 28.60 each

•42cm •Green •Under 5’

•53cm •Red •Medium •5’1” – 5’6”
•42cm •Yellow •Junior •Under 5’
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12 BALL ABS STORAGE CART

FPR2

$ 353.55 each

•Holds up to 12 exercise balls •ABS plastic
construction •3” Non-marring swivel casters
•107”L x 19”W x 68”H

BALL STACKER
SET

FTBS

$ 40.43 set

•Set of 3 clear plastic rings

FPR1

HIGH VOLUME AIR PUMP
P50

$ 28.03 each

•Double action •Ideal
for large inflatable
items like exercise
balls, cage balls and
beach balls •Includes
large hose and valve
adaptor •Can be used
as a deflator

DELUXE BALL BASE

FTBX

$ 27.66 each

•Open grooves for
resistance tubes to be
placed under the base
•Fits any size ball

HAND PUMP

$ 161.31 each

•Space saving cart •Holds up to 9 exercise balls
•Plastic pipe construction •Heavy-duty swivel
casters •62”L x 18.5”W x 67”H

P30

$ 5.12 each

•Double action
•Used for large inflatable items like exercise
balls, cage balls, beach balls and rafts

BALL BASE

FPSL

12 BALL ABS STORAGE CART

$ 7.53 each

•Plastic base for
Fitpro or BRT balls
•Fits 65cm balls
and up

FIT DISC

FDX

$ 19.60 each

•Core strengthening air
cushion •Three tiered
folded construction
•12.5” Diameter

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS.

EXERCISE DISC

EXDD1

$ 29.99 each

•Super soft vinyl •One
side is smooth, opposite
side has ridges •Can be
inflated from 1” – 2.5”
thick •14” Diameter
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THERAPY & EXERCISE FLAT BANDS •5” Wide bands •Sold in 4’ rolls

FB4R

FB4O

$ 2.91 each

•X-Light level •Red
•3.3 lb. resistance

FB4B

$ 3.52 each

•Light level •Orange
•4.5 lb. resistance

FB4I

$ 5.61 each

FB4Y

FB4V

$ 6.26 each

•Heavy level •Indigo
•15 lb. resistance

•Medium/Heavy level
•Blue •10 lb. resistance

FB4G

$ 4.17 each

•Light/Medium level
•Yellow •6 lb. resistance

$ 4.79 each

•Medium level •Green
•8 lb. resistance

$ 6.75 each

•X-Heavy level •Purple
•20 lb. resistance

FITNESS LOOPS •2” Wide bands •9” Long loop

ELR

$ 1.80 each

•Light level •Red
•6 lb. resistance

ELO

$ 2.05 each

•Light/Medium level
•Orange •9 lb. resistance

ELY

$ 2.37 each

•Medium level •Yellow
•12 lb. resistance

ELG

•Medium/Heavy level
•Green •16 lb. resistance

STRETCH TRAINING STRAP

$ 16.41 each

•Light level •Yellow
•5 lb. - 25 lb. resistance
•.5” x 42”

TB125

$ 32.20 each

•Medium level •Green
•10 lb. - 45 lb. resistance
•1.5” x 42”

TB175

$ 49.72 each

•Heavy level •Red
•50 lb. - 90 lb. resistance
•1.75” x 42”

$ 3.52 each

•Heavy level •Blue
•20 lb. resistance

SRSTRAP

STRETCH TRAINING BANDS •For muscle, strength and flexibility training •42” Long

TB12

ELB

$ 3.19 each

$ 16.16 each

•For muscle, strength and
flexibility training
•Nylon webbing •72” Long

TB250

$ 65.27 each

•Super level •Blue
•75 lb. - 100 lb. resistance
•2.5” x 42”
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RHINO® POLY TRAINING ROPES

•Use to increase grip strength, hand speed,
coordination and endurance •Nylon ropes
•Poly boot on both ends to prevent fraying

TR515

MUSCLE TONER LOOPS EXERCISE RESISTANCE
TUBING

•Cushioned grips and centers

$ 204.31 each

•Plastic swivel handle •4’L

•50’L •1.5” Diameter

TR520

$ 340.58 each

•50’L •2” Diameter

TR115

$ 407.97 each

•100’L •1.5” Diameter

TR120

$ 637.53 each

•100’L •2” Diameter

TR161

$ 73.94 each

•16.5’L •1.5” Diameter

TR162

$ 118.75 each

•16.5”L •2” Diameter

ANKLE/WRIST WEIGHTS

•One size fits all •Soft neoprene fabric
cover for friction free comfort
•Adjustable Velcro® closure

AT1

XT3

$ 15.67 each

XT2

$ 15.02 each

XT1

$ 14.32 each

$ 9.37 each

AT2

$ 9.98 each

•Light resistance •Green

AT3

$ 10.72 each

•Medium resistance •Red

AT4

•Medium resistance •Red

$ 11.25 each

•Heavy resistance •Blue

WEIGHTED JUMP ROPES

•Light resistance •Green

$ 11.66 pair

•Two 1 lb weights

SAW5

$ 16.33 each

•Extra light resistance •Yellow

•Solid rubber •Foam covered swivel ball bearing handles •9’L

SAW2

XT4

•Heavy resistance •Blue

$ 16.78 pair

•Extra light resistance •Yellow

•1 lb •Green

•2 lb •Orange

HR2

$ 35.76 each

HR3

HR4

$ 65.96 each

HR1

$ 31.26 each

$ 55.73 each

BALANCE
PLATFORM BALL

•Two 2.5 lb weights

SAW10

$ 23.12 pair

•Two 5 lb weights

•3 lb •Yellow

•4 lb •Blue

LBALL

$ 20.38 each

•Stand on the platform and
bounce to test your balance
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TUG OF WAR ROPES •Polyester ropes •Looped ends for

anchors •1” Diameter

TWR50

•50’ •Yellow

TWR75

•75’ •Red

TWR100

•100’ •Blue

TWR4WY

HOOP CART

$ 77.75 each
$ 107.82 each
$ 142.81 each
$ 188.03 each

•Four-way tug of war rope •Red, Yellow,
Green and Blue

ADJUSTABLE POWER JUMP ROPE

PJR

$ 12.36 each

•Counts time, skips and
calories burned •Foam
cushioned handles
•Adjustable up to 10’ •Alarm

HCRACK

$ 163.43 each

•Holds up to 100 hoops •Heavy-duty plastic
construction •Multi-level hooks •10” Rear
wheels •3” Front swivel casters
•26”L x 26”W x 47”H

JUMP ROPE TREE

PORTABLE JUMP ROPE CART

JUMP ROPE & HOOP CART

JRSD

JRS12M

RHRACK

$ 58.31 each

•Holds over 100 ropes •1 ¾” D
Plastic tubing
•20”L x 20”W x 64”H

$ 179.39 each

•Holds over 200 ropes •Black powder-coated
steel tubing •Twelve 8” posts for hanging
•Rubber casters
•23”L x 23”W x 65”H

$ 161.31 each

•Holds up to 180 ropes and 50 hoops
•Durable plastic construction
•Designed to prevent tipping
•29”L x 19”W x 70” H

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED ON ALL CARTS AND RACKS.
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S685

HEAVYWEIGHT NYLON
BALL BEARING

•8.5’

S69
•9’

S695

•9.5’

S785

HEAVYWEIGHT LEATHER
BALL BEARING

•8.5’

S79
•9’

S795

•9.5’

SR7

NYLON JUMP ROPE

•7’

SR8

•8’

SR9

•9’

SR16

•16’

$ 5.57 each
$ 5.77 each

$ 13.59 each
$ 13.99 each

$ 2.70 each

$ 3.81 each

PC9

$ 3.31 each

•8’
•Yellow handle
•9’
•Blue handle

DOUBLE DUTCH LICORICE SPEED ROPES

•2 Vinyl ropes •Loop handles

$ 10.00 each

•9’

$ 10.00 each

•9.5’

PROFESSIONAL LEATHER
BALL BEARING

S485

$ 25.20 each

•8.5’

S49

$ 25.20 each

•9’

S495

$ 25.20 each

•9.5’

CR SERIES JUMP ROPE

CR7

$ 2.86 each

•7’

CR8

$ 3.31 each

•8’

CR9

$ 2.91 each

PC SERIES JUMP ROPE

$ 3.11 each

S39

S395

$ 14.44 each

$ 2.50 each

$ 10.00 each

•8.5’

$ 6.02 each

•Heavyweight polyester rope •Custom plastic handle
•Ropes are assorted colors •Handle color designates
length •Sold individually or in sets of 6

PC8

S385

PROFESSIONAL NYLON
BALL BEARING

$ 3.68 each

•9’
•Nylon braided jump rope •Knotted
handles •Sold individually or in a set of
6 rainbow colors

CR10

$ 4.13 each

•10’

CR16

$ 6.55 each

•16’

BSR SERIES

•Professional ball bearing licorice
speed rope •Custom contoured handle
•Ropes are assorted rainbow colors
•Handle color designates length
•Sold individually or in a set of 6

BSR7

$ 2.86 each

BSR8

$ 3.07 each

BSR9

$ 3.23 each

BSR10

$ 3.36 each

BSR16

$ 4.17 each

•7’
•Red handle

•8’
•Yellow handle
•9’
•Blue handle

•10’
•Green handle

DD12

•12’

$ 4.66 each

DD16

•16’

$ 5.93 each

DD30

•30’

$ 10.80 each

•16’
•Orange handle
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PLASTIC SEGMENTED JUMP ROPES

•Segmented plastic beads

LICORICE SPEED ROPES •Contoured plastic
handle •Sold individually or in sets of 6 •Ropes are assorted
rainbow colors •Handle color designates length

PR6

$ 2.05 each

PR7

$ 2.41 each

PR8

$ 2.66 each

•8’
•Yellow/White

•8’
•Yellow handle

PR9

$ 2.91 each

•9’
•Blue handle

•6’
•Green/White
•7’
•Red/White

•9’
•Blue/White

PR10

$ 3.15 each

•10’
•Orange/White

PR16

$ 4.87 each

•16’
•Red/White/Blue

SPR6

$ 1.60 each

SPR7

$ 1.68 each

SPR8

$ 1.88 each

SPR9

$ 2.01 each

SPR10

$ 2.13 each

SPR16

$ 3.19 each

SPR32

$ 5.69 each

•6’
•Black handle
•7’
•Red handle

•10’
•Green handle

•16’
•Orange handle
•32’
•Purple handle

LICORICE RHINO® SPEED ROPE SETS •Designed for speed and high performance jumping •Super soft 3/16” solid PU
rope •4” Contoured handle •Will not kink •White ropes •Handle color designates length •Set of 6

RSR6SET

$ 15.92 set

RSR7SET

$ 17.23 set

RSR8SET

$ 19.89 set

•6’
•Green handle
•7’
•Red handle
•8’
•Yellow handle

RSR9SET

•9’
•Blue handle

$ 21.73 set

RSR10SET

$ 25.21 set

RSR16SET

$ 30.49 set

•10’
•Purple handle
•16’
•Black handle

163 WHISTLES
ACME METAL

60.5

$ 124.80 dozen

ACME PLASTIC

FINGER GRIP

660

F601

$ 41.28 dozen

•Tapered mouthpiece
•Produces high pitch

•High pitch plastic whistle

METAL

METAL

401

501

$ 24.06 dozen

$ 20.13 dozen

•Medium weight plastic whistle
•Finger grip

TC

601

$ 7.86 dozen

WHISTLE & LANYARD

$ 6.00 each

•Four digit display up to 9999
•Instant reset knob •Comfortable
finger rest •Steel

PLASTIC

•Medium weight metal
whistle

•Heavy weight metal whistle

TALLEY COUNTER

BREAK-AWAY LANYARD
$ 6.38 dozen

•Medium weight plastic
whistle

WRIST LANYARD

150

$ 16.20 dozen

•All plastic parts •Black

HEAVY NYLON LANYARD

BP401

$ 37.32 dozen

•Heavy weight metal whistle
•Black lanyard •Blister pack

BP601

$ 18.66 dozen

•Medium weight plastic whistle
•Black lanyard •Blister pack

130

$ 6.38 dozen

•Available colors: Black, Blue, Gold,
Green, Red and White

•Adjustable strap •Black

MOUTHPIECE COVER ASSORTED NEON NYLON LANYARD

125

$ 7.37 dozen

•12 Lanyards on a display card •Solid

125ASST

$ 7.37 dozen

•12 Lanyards on a display card •Assorted

WM

$ 8.35 dozen

•Whistle mouthpiece cover
•White

127ASST

$ 7.86 dozen

•12 Lanyards on a display card •6 Assorted neon
colors: Blue, Green, Pink, Orange, Purple and Yellow

126

$ 6.87 dozen

•12 Lanyards in a poly bag •Solid

126ASST

$ 6.87 dozen

•12 Lanyards in a poly bag •Assorted
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POLY SPOT MARKERS

MSPSET

$ 18.58 set

•9” Spot markers
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

MSP

$ 36.34 dozen

•9” Spot markers
•Orange, Yellow
or Blue

EXTRA LARGE POLY
SPOT MARKER SET

POLY DIRECTIONAL
ARROW SET

XLMSPSET

DFASET

$ 31.71 set

$ 48.24 set

•Non-skid vinyl arrows •Easy to reposition
•18”L x 3”W and 6”W at the head
•Set of 12 •2 Each in rainbow colors

•12” Spot markers
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

POLY “START” & “FINISH” LINE SET

SFLINESET

$ 28.73 set

•Optic yellow “Start” and “Finish”
lines •Flexible and durable poly
strips •Strips measure 4’L x 3”W

POLY BASE MARKER SET

PBMSET

$ 24.47 set

•12” Poly base markers
•Set of 6 rainbow colors

BOUNDARY MARKER SET

VBMSET

$ 62.77 set

•Soft vinyl
•Includes 20 lines:
14 1⁄3”L x 2 7⁄8”W and
4 corners:
11” x 11” x 2 7⁄8”
•Beveled edges
•Indoor/outdoor use
•Yellow/Blue

POLY STAR MARKER SET

PSRSET

$ 15.67 set

•9” Poly star markers •Set of 6 rainbow colors

165 TAPE • LINE MARKERS
FLOOR TAPE

•Vinyl •Available in Red, Orange,
Yellow, Green, Blue, Purple,
Black and White

1/2X36FT

•1” x 36 Yards

1X60FT

•1” x 60 Yards

2X36FT

•2” x 36 Yards

2X60FT

•2” x 60 Yards

TAPE LAYER

TPL

$ 62.77 each

•All steel construction
•Lays single-sided
tape •Holds 1”
or 2” width

$ 1.55 each

•1/2” x 36 Yards

1X36FT

MAT TAPE ROLL

•Vinyl •4mm Thickness

$ 3.40 each
$ 5.52 each
$ 7.00 each
$ 11.33 each

LINE MARKERS

3X36FT

$ 10.93 each

•3” x 36 Yards

3X28FT

$ 8.47 each

•3” x 28 Yards

4X36FT

$ 14.65 each

•4” x 36 Yards

4X28FT

$ 11.29 each

•4” x 28 Yards

•All steel unit •Galvanized steel bucket •Adjustable from 2” to 4” lines •Guide stripe on lid •ABS plastic agitator •4 Heavy-duty wheels

DLM100

$ 261.72 each

•100 lb Capacity
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS

DLM35

$ 211.52 each

•35 lb Capacity
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS

DLM60

$ 239.59 each

DLM25

$ 169.37 each

•60 lb Capacity
•Ships in 2 cartons by UPS

•25 lb Capacity
•Economy model
•Makes 2” wide lines
•Sturdy metal bin
•2 Rubber wheels
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DELUXE LINE MARKERS

•Feed system continuously churns material for steady flow •No need to mix material by hand •1/2” Steel axles

STD50

$ 283.86 each

•50 lb Capacity •2” or 4” Line
•Easy open lid
•Third wheel for stability

STD35

$ 248.55 each

•35 lb Capacity
•2” or 4” Line
•Easy open lid

STD10

$ 130.21 each

•10 lb Capacity
•2” Lines
•No lid

PRO LINE MARKERS •Heavy-duty galvanized steel and aluminum •One piece cast aluminum rotor housing •Spring-loaded second
stage shaker agitator prevents caking •Fingertip control has instant shutoff •2” or 4” Line •Flow gate and lever stop for control and precision
•70 lb Capacity
•Clutch system for
easy reversing
•Four 10” diamond
tread rubber tires
•Ships in 2 cartons by
UPS

LMD70

$ 501.76 each

•70 lb Capacity
•Clutch system for
easy reversing
•Four 10” pneumatic
wheels •Ships in 2
cartons by UPS

LMD71

$ 674.53 each

LMD50

$ 367.26 each

LMD25

$ 158.32 each

•50 lb Capacity
•Four 10” diamond
tread rubber tires

•25 lb Capacity
•Heavy-duty galvanized
steel hopper
•Cast aluminum
paddle wheel
•Two 8” diamond tread
rubber wheels with
steel rims
•2” Line
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TIMERS

TRACK & FIELD
Batons, Aluminum, Foam & Plastic
Discus. Comp. Wood, Practice & Wood
Measuring Tapes
Shot Put
Shot Put Carriers
Starting Blocks
TRAINING HURDLE
TRAINING SLED

TRAINING ROPES

TUG OF WAR ROPES
VOLLEYBALL
Antenna Set
Balls & Sets
Carts
Knee Pads
Nets

WATER BOTTLES, CARRIES & SETS
WEIGHTS, ANKLE & WRIST
WHISTLES

39, 163

165
121
102
102
102
101
104
101
102
147
147

110

11, 12
91
93
91
93
93
92
92
85

159
160

98
95-97
100
99
98
73

159
163

NEW PRODUCTS
Champion Sports offers a full range of products for team athletic, fitness and physical education. Be sure to
look for the
symbol for the newest products available in our 2015 catalog!
RBCXX

T90R

PT4461

PT5635

PT6848
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PT6144

PT5535

BN8484

BM200
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FMA/FMY

CH550/CH450

P230/P235

M725

M750
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PAGE 31

LNGHS

RX

PAGE 31

PAGE 32

PAGE 37

PAGE 49

PAGE 69

PAGE 79

AJAPSET

LKS12SET/LKS16SET

AWTSET

RXD6BWSETS

DB85SET

PAGE 80

PAGE 112

PAGE 119

PAGE 124

PAGE 141

MBR9

MBR8

MBR7

PAGE 148

PAGE 148

PAGE 148

PAGE 148

M775

KB10SET

PAGE 141

99

MBR10

BM300

SCFPRO

CHAMPION SPORTS
P.O. BOX 368
ONE CHAMPION WAY
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
PHONE: 732-294-5561
FAX: 732-294-5562
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Your Authorized

www.championsports.com

Dealer is

We accept all major credit cards.

